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ABSTRACT
‘_ '~hefailure ofships at,sea~~ll(iatdockside tlurirlg Wc]rl(l W~l,],IIt]roLlght, theprol]lcrn of brittle fracture into sharp focus. llat~ from ship failures have been well
correlated, and as a result, much has heel] learned from resewch stimulated thcreb.y.
No similar correlation on nonship failure data exists, and this survey was therefore
undertaken in order to supplement the study of ship failures. A total of 64 structural failurm, plus fuilures in gas transmission lines, was studitxl. These failtlres
occurred in both riveted and welded structures such as tanks bridgys, pressure
vessels, a smo”ke stack, a pm stock, power shovels, as well M gas transmission lines.
It is shown that the history of brittle failure extends back at least to 1879. It is
concluded that: (1) Brittle failure ill non
ship
structures is the same phenomcn on
as occurs in ships; (2) brittle f~i lure occurs in many types of lmnship structures;
(3) brittle fractures can cross riveted joints; (4) there is no evidence to show that
the percentage incidence of brittle failure has either decreawd or increased with
the advent of welding; (5) in conjunction with other factors, t hermid stress may bc
important; (6) residual stresses m-e not the prime muse of brittle failure, but such
stresses mtiy, in conjunction with other factors, i~litiate surh failure; (7) the effect
of metallurgical variables is important; (S) cold forming promot,es susocptibilifiy to
brittle failure, but its role cannot be assessed duc to lack of data; (9) in such cases
where data are available, Chm-ply impact vtilues of plak: were generally low tit the
failure temperature; (10) in most rases 01 nonship brittle failure, the fracture
originated at defects arising from ftibri cation, A few- originwkd at design defects;
(11) it seems cwident in all cases that fracture originated at a ~cometric cliscont,inuity; (12) no cvidencc exis (,sfor these failed structures to show the effeets of various
welding processes on susc~ptibility to brittle f~~ilure; ( 13) except in the case of exceptionally poor welds, there is no tendency for fracture t,o foil ow welded seams;
(14) the great majority of non
ship
brittle failures apparently orcur under conditions
of entirely static lofiding; (1.5) agc of structure seems to have no bearin~ o~l brittle
failure; (10) most engineering codes permit the use of steel which is knowu to be
particularly susceptible to br~ttlc failure. At the same time, under all codes but
one, the stress levclfi are held to q~lite conservative vahles; (17) finally, it is demon There is
strated that brit W failure results from a combination of n-m1y factors.
no readily a-milable material which would entirely prevent its ocr ~wrenee,Lnd there
is no known test, which will surely predict from the behavior of smfill specimens the
pcrf orrnance of a given steel in circumstances where titructurni brittle failure might
occur, 111short, careful design, selection of mtiterials, and K(IOCIworkmanship are
of the grmtcst importance in the prevention of brit~lc failure in nouship strllctures.
This is also true of ships.
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ACritical
Survey
ofBrittle
Failuro
in(larbon
Othw Than
Ships
PlateSteelStructures
hy M. E. Shank
INTROT)UCTION
NY critical sumwy of brittle failures of carbon steel
plate, nonship structurefi must necess~wily be oriented by rcferem:e to the problem of brittlr failu MS
1
of ships. The ship t’ailllre problem was brought
into sharp focus duril~g World War II with th(~
breaking up at sea and at dockside of welded merchant
vessels, especially Liberty ships and T-2 tunkers.
Data relating to ship failures have been well correlated
and much research on the brittle fnihlre problem has
been undertaken.
As a rmu]t, much light h~s tmen
shed on problems relating to the brittle failure of steel.
No simil m central reposit my of ini’ormatio~l relating
to failures exists in the case of nonship st,ruct~~res. This
survey was therefore undertalfon to g~l,therand correlate such data, in order to supplement the study of the
ship failure problem.
In particultirj such :a1]onship survey reveals ho])- \\-idcsprcad is the brittle failure pro blcrn ill non ship indus tries, how lo~lg the problcm has cxistmlj :mci to wh~t
extent the problem is being met and solved.
it, is
hoped, moreover, that the publication of such fl SLIPVey
will help to categorize and se~ forth the circumst:allces
in which brittle failureti arc likc]y to orcur,
It might be well, themfom, to briefly summarize the
manifestations of brittle fracture iu rmhou steel pl .atc.
Three conditions can combine to bril~g shout, such failures. They are first, 1OJVLrmpcraiure, such as exist,s
in the arnbicnt at,mosphcre. Second is the presence of’
a notch (introducing triaxial stress). Any defert,, s~lch
as a welding crack, or void, or a crack left by a plll~chil~g
or shearing operation, ran serve as a notch which wi]1
initiate brittle failure, Thlls llrit,t]e failllre is sometimes
called “notch brittleness, ” The thircl f’art,or is high
strain ratle or impact lo:lding, This third factor, how——
—____
———
__
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evw, i,sno t,necessary for the initiation of brittle failure.
& will be Inter shown, many brittle failures have bee~l
initiated under what, appctir to he completely static
conditions.
When brittle f’~~ilureoccurs ii; may lM recognized by
several carrnarks. Among these are the speccJat which
fracture ovrurs (approwjhillg several thousaud Icet per
semnd), almost, complete lack of ductility, negligible
encrgv absorption, and a brittle or fareted fippeartincc of
th~ fractured sm-fac~. Monwwer, the fract~u-ed surf:i,ce
oft,cn has a chm-:wtcrist,ic ‘[chevron” or “hcrringbont+”
appearanccj the apices of the herringi]onos pointiug
to the origin oi the fractl~re. l?igurcs 34 nnd %5present
au exml Ientj, if cxi,lrcrneexample of’ L118physical appem-ame of such a fracture, Finally when sfioelplote, taken
from a structure which failed iJ] a mmpleix;ly brittle
mall ner, is Lestcd in an ordinary tenfiion test,, it ma~~ifesl;s a high degree of ductility and strc@l.
As will
be seen,’ it wati this lwt characteristic that was so
baffiing to the e~~gin(~erswho first, enmuntered the phcnornenoll.
In 185(jj the T3essemcr procesfi of steclm:~king was
announced to the w-or]d, and shortly thereatt er st,ecl
bemme available iu comparatively large quantities,
A few years later ( 1S61) the open-hearth process b(jrame available. Prior to this time steel wm made by
the cmnentation or carburizing of wrought irou (blister
btir). Tt wm srarce aud expeusive, therefore limited to
such uses as cutl er.v and springs. Wrollgh t iron, which
because of’ its slfig il~cl[[sions is Ml extremely tough ma,terialj was used fol structurt~[ purpmes.
By IMO however, 13esscmer sbcel was tivailal>lc in surh q(lautit,v
that it w-w+used for boiler plate, :,wd in 1863–G4 two
slmel vessels of 377 tons a,lld 1283 tolls were built 01
st(:el plate. In Great J3ritain, as late ati 1877, Board ol’
Trade Rcgulatio~lti prohibited the use of steel in com
struct,ionj find removal of these regl~la[ions in that year
providm] LLgreat stim~llus to the steel illd~ititry in that
coun~ry. ‘1’h{w dllriug the period of 1860 to 1890,
both ill T311ropcand the T.Jnit,cdSt,atcs, ~vrought iron
was gradu:dly heillg supp]allted as a Strurt,llr:ll tnct,a]
by steel. A genmal reluctance on !-he part of ellgincors
to dificard a reliable m:~,teri:,dlike ]vrought iron causecl
the chaIlge to rome abo~lt slowly. In the long run, the
cheuplmss, greater availability, hnd superior strength 01
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steel won out. As more steel came imto use, trouhlcs
~vith brittle failure began to appear.
In the .Jwvnal of the Briti.YhIrorL and fled Instituk
for 1879 appears a paper, presented afi a meeting’ that
yem, by Nathaniel J3ar’naby on “The IJse of Steel in
lNaval Constructioti. ” Mr. Ekwnaby deplores “I+ecent
cases have occurred of fracture in Bessemer bars . . . from
some trifling b]ow or strain . . . they nearly all took place
during the late revere weather at Chatharn. ” In the
ensuing discussion of this paper Mr. Barrmby was
roundly denounced by the assemblage. However, in
the same discussion, one Mr. Kirk complains of the
h particular,
crmking of steel in a mysterious mannw.
he cites a steel pltite that “when cold, on being t,hrowm
dowrl, split right up. Pieces cut from each side Of the
split stood all the Admiralty tests. Now given a material capable of standing without breaking an extension of 20 percent, he wanted to know . . how a plate . . .
~ould split with ~ very slight extension . . . not to the
extent of 1 percent. ” Mr. Kirk thereupon asked the
steelrnakers for a remedy to this problem, Mud if a
remedy was not a,vailablc, at least a rational ~xplanat,ion. His question was totally ignored by the members present. Today the problem is yet with US, and
modern engineers and metallurgitits are still striving to
satisfy Mr. Kirk’s request.
E@ore examining in detail the history of mmship
brittle failures, it is well to glance for a moment at
the sta,tistics’$ of brittle failures of welded ships over
MO ft long. Very few failures have occurred in smaller
vesmls. In the period of 1,942-52 about 250 welded
ships suffered one or more brit,tle fractures of such severity that the vessels were lost or in a dangerous condition, Nineteen of these 250 ships broke completely
in two, or wwe abandoned after their backs were broken. Eleven of these J9 were tankers, 7 vverc Liberty
ships. IJ~ the same 10-yr period, 1.200 welded ships
suffered brittle cracks ,germrally1ess than 10 ft in len:th.
These cracks did not endanger the ships, but, were poteritialhy dangerous.
Riveted ships, however, are not immune to brittle
fracture.7’ Since 1900 over a dozen riveted merchant
vowels have broken in two in heavy weather or are
listed as missing. It is significant that most of these
were of t,he tanker type, the same category which givefl
the most, trouble in welded structures. Such famous
liners M Lhe Lwiathan and the Majestic experienced
cracks in their upper strength decks. These cracks
usutilly started in square openings and somctime~ extended to the shell. Some breaks even extended down
the shell. In fit least one caw a loud report accompanied tho formation of a crack, indicating brit,Llefracture.
The flumpa had similar cracks. Moreover, frequent
mention in the technical literature of cracks in numerous riveted vessels indicates the prevalence ot’ minor
failures of this type.
Returning to the subject at hrmd, the brittle failure
of carbon steel plate, nonship strwct ures, it is well to
say LLword concerning the scope of this survey. The

term “carbon steel plate” implies a. consideration of
plate structures fabricated of plain carbon steel plate.
In artuality, one structure made of rolled shapes was
considered because of the light it shed upon the failure
of a similar structure made of plate. For the same reason, two structures of low-alloy steel were considered.
Failures that occurred emtirely in welds have not been
considered un]ess brittle fracture of the parent plate
ensued as a result.
This report was commenced by a survey of trade
publications and technical literature, to secure accounts
of failures on record. The number of failures thus
revealed was surprisingly small., 39 altogether.
Simultaneously, numerous letters were sent to various industries, tcxhnical organizations and governrne~t agencies
asking for data. Data on another 19 failures (PIUS
probable gas line failures) were received from these
sources. Thus 58 failures (in addition to failures on gas
lines) are here presented. This figure does not count
repea~ed partial failures of single structures. They
show that the problem of brittle fracture is”present, irr
practical y all segments of industry that deal with plate
structures. It is a foregone conclusion that, many
more failures have occurred in the past than are here
reported. These, for various reasons, will never come
to light. Many failures, when they occurred, Wer(?
probably atiributcd to other causes, such as fatigue or,
as will Iatw be shown, “bad steel.”
Moreover, most
industries in the past were not anxious to reveal accidents of this type, lest adverse publicity ile incurred.
As a result, unless personal injury or property damage
resulted, failure hititories were not revealed and the
nature of the fracture was not often understood.
At the present time the situation is somewhat different. Engineers have recognized the progress made
in the problem of brittle fracture by the cooperative
effort of those industries imd agencies working on ship
failures. As a result of investigfition and research sponsored ahnosl, eutirely by government agencies, industry
in general has a great fund of information on which to
draw in prewmting brittle failure in service. In consequence, the response to inquiries for this survey was for
the most part wholeheartedly cooperative.
It is to
be regretted, however, that two of the largest, industries
in the United States have chosen not to contribute information.
It might be added that brittle fracturewise, these particular industries are in more dire straits
than any other, and are eager to secure from past ship
rewarch all information that might possibly he useful to
them.
HISTORIES
OF BRITTLI?
FAILURES—THE
ERA OF PREWELDED
CONSTRUCTION
Significant brittle failures of steel plat,e structures in
the prewelded period provide a useful background to
present, day failures. These old failures furnish a perspective and demonstrate conclusively that britt h>
fracture difficulties did not begin with t,hc acll-ent of
w-elded construction.
5

1.

Water

Standpipe,

Gruvesend,

Long

Islqnd,

N. Y., Oct. 7, 18861

The failure of this riveted water stanclpipe is apparently the earliest case of brittle fracture of a structure
on record. The standpipe was of a very ambitious
design for its day, being 250 ft high. It had a diameter
of 16 ft to a height of 59 ft, decreasing conically in a
length of 25 ft to an %-ft diam which was retained to the
top. The whole WM steadied by guy wires. Two
plate sizes, 5 by 7 ft and 5 by 9 ft were employed, with
thicknesses varying from 1 in. at the bottom to l/4 in.
at the top. All joints were triple riveted. Failure occurred in Lhe hydrostatic acceptance test. Water had
been pumped to a height of 227 ft when there was a
sharp rendering sound. A vertical crack appeared in
the bottom, running up about 20 ft. The whole tower
then collapsed.
The account’ states: “Some plates
are bent almost double, and others are actually rolled
up, showing a very tough metal, . . . The utter destruction of the lower parts 01the tower and the appearance of the fallen tower, which is broken in tw-o just
above the cone and presents an almost clean square
cut just below this cone, can be likened to nothing better in effect than the sudden smashing of the lower part
of a high glass cylinder and the vertical drop and then
fall of the upper part. The guys on this tow-er very
possibly had some offect in maintaining the structure in
a vertical position for a moment of time. . . . In s~mming up on the general evidence, we should say that the
plates were amply thick enough to stand the stress put
upon them, even were they a good wrought iron; the
workmanship seems to have bem generally good, though
some of the riveting was not quite up to the standard:
the general design w-as an awkward one and we should
not approve of it. But we should say that the main
cause of failure lay in the presence of defective steel
plates in the lower part of the tower. These plates
certainly varied very much in quality, and the wreck
shows plates which could not possibly have stood any
considerable test for tensile stress. Ordy a brittle material could ha~”e brought the utter destruction there
exhibited and it would seem as if this brittle material
had unfortunately been concentrated in the portion of
the tower exposed to the greatest strain. ”
The present-day engineer immediately notes that
some of the plates were very ductile, others appeared
not to be ductile, and that the reporter on the scene
believed that many brittle (and thus defective) plates
had been concentrated at the bottom of the structure.
This fallacy w-ill be seen to be repeated in subsequent
early reports of brittle fracturfi.

2.

Gasholder,

Brooklyn,

N. Y., Dec. 23, 1898’

The retaining or sealing tank of this structure failed
on its hydrostatic acceptance test. The tank was 178 ft
in diameter and 42 ft high, of which height all but 17 f t
was underground.
The riveted plates varied from
1‘/i in. thick at the bottom to 7/M in. at the top. The
6

design and structure were quite normal for the day. In
the resulting failure, fracture went through the body
of the plates. There was no tendency to follow the
rivet line. To quote an eye witness: “. . the fracturu in some cases taking a curved form similar to that
sem in the fracture of a pane of glass. . . . An examination of these fractures shows metal of a rather coarse
crystallin~ structure at the center of the plate, shading
off into a very fine grain at the surface, with here and
there splinter edges much like a broken case-hardened
material. ” z The witness urged a searching investigation into specifications for the plates, their chemical
composition, and behavior under test (i.e., tensile
test).

3.

Water Stundpipe,
17, 19043

Sanford,

Me.,

3 A. M.,

Nov.

This was a riveted steel tank, 40 ft in diameter, 80 ft
high. The plat~ thickness varied from ‘/s in. on the
lower course to ‘/s in. at the top. The tank had been
standing 7 yr when it broke, and was nearly full at the
time. The plates tore through the rivet holes, and it
W-asnoted that many sma]l cracks radiated from these
holes. The report states: “. . enough clean fractures
were found to indicate that the steel was hard and brit tie, showing a crystalline structure. Apparently no
rivets were sheared; many plates wme tom through
the rivet holes. . . . A number of rivet holes were found
where there were one or more cracks radiating from the
hole. . . . It seems probable that the rupture started
in a crack radiating from a rivet hole; and that these
radiating cracks may have been caused in the brittle
steel . . . due to cutting out the rivet [holes]. It is not
evident, however! why failure did not take place immediately upon the initial application of full pressure.”3
Orm paragraph of the account describes in excellent
detail what is now called the “shear lip. ”

4.

Molasses

Tank, Boston,

Mass.,

12 Noon,

Jan.

15, 19194–9

The Boston Molasses “Tank excited great interest at
the time of its collapse, since much damage was done to
both persons and property.
The tank was erected in
1915–16 on the Boston waterfront, and was used to
store molasses. lt was 90 ft in diameter, 50 ft high,
with lap-j ointed platm ‘/z and s/S in. in thickness, held
by three rows of rivets. At the time of failure it held
2,300,000 gal of molasses, a height of 48 ft 10 in. The
failure was a real catastrophe.
Twelve persons were
drowned in molasses or died of injuries, 40 others were
injured and man y horses were drowned. Houses were
damaged, and a portion of the Boston Elevated Railway
structure was knocked over. An extensive lawsuit
followed, in which the greatest experts of the day were
called to testify.
Their testimony sheds a great deal of
light, both on the facts of the case as they saw them, and
on the general state of knowledge of brittle fracture at
that time.

Calculation, 6 showed that, at the base of the tank
when full, stress in the thicker plates was 26,400 psi,
and in the thinner plates 26,000 psi. Thus allowing
for a rivet joint efficiency of G6°%, stresses in the joint
were 40,000 to 50,000 psi.b’ c The rivet stresses exceeded by about two times the allowable limits of the
building laws.
The witnesses for the defense contended7 that the
tank had been destroyed by a bomb planted by labor
agitators. Elaborate tests, with bombs submerged
in molasses, were run to demonstrate this. Prof. G. E.
Russell of MIT, and others testified that, the tank was
structural y sound, that it did not rupture at its weakest point, that tests showed the matoria,l to havo a tensile strength of 55,000–56,000 psi, and t,hat all p]atc
breaks in the tank failure were sharp and not dmkilc.
They conceded that the factor of safety (1.6) was low.
Prof. G. F. Swain, of Harvard, twtificd that the wreckage could not have been propelled to its final location
without an explosion.
Fatigue was eliminated as a
cause. No less a person than Albert Sauveur testified
that the Neumann bands (crystallographic twinning)
found in the microstructure were usual]y associated
with an explosion of disruptive force.
Witnesses for the plaintiff contended? that the tank
was weak, particular] y in the region of a cleanout manhole. Several breaks had occurred around the manhole. G. G. Lutts of the Boston Navy Yard metallurgy
laboratory produced notch-plate fractures, obtained in
laboratory tests, showing short, sharp, hcrringt)on~d
fractures, similar to those found on the tank. Mr.
Lutts and Prof. R. S. Williams, of MIT tcstifiwi that
Neumann bands would appear in the ta~lk fractures due
solely to the action of molasses. * Others testified that
the tank design was unsound, that punching of rivet
holes had started short cracks and that the ta,nk was
stressed beyond the elastic limit in many places.
Finally in 1925, after years of testimony, the courtappointed auditor, Col. H. W. (lgden, handed down a
decisiong that the tank failed by overstress, not by explosion. The auditor’s summary is worth reproducing
here, since it fairly well summarizes the knowledge (or
lack of it), then current among practicing engineers,
conmrning notch brittle behavior.
“. . .The defendant’s experts called attcmtion to the presence of Neumann bands in steel of the character herein considered
which had been fractured was a proof that, the steel in
question had been very suddenly fractured and that
..—..”,,.
...
—.- . .,
,.,
“-.
....
—* This nuthor recently
talked wit,h Mr. J.utt,ti and Frof. William6
ccmccrning the Boston
molasses
tank failure.
Mr. Lotts
recollected
that Whtertown Arsenal was, durinz this period, cngaxed
in a n impact
tcstin~ prn~rnm.
and that it ww+ hiw opinion
that en fgineer~ of this period
were acquainted
with ilotch brittleness
to some degree at least.
The chevron
or herringbone
rnarhings
found
on the tank plabes were, in his opinion,
an entirely
new
thing.
He recalled
that in the fractured
plates whove the tank manhole,
the hcrrinzkm?cs
pointed
,down, and in the fr@ured
platm helow the manhole, the herrmghonw
pointed
up.
The sigmfimuce
of these markings
WM
not clcvr unt,il Mr. I,utt,s duplicated
them in the laboratory.
He did this
on plate from the tank, by drilling
a hole iI> the center,
and cuttin~
a horizontal slot from either side of this hole into t,he plate.
When pulled in the
testing
machine
chevron
markings,
pointin~
toward
the hoi?, appeared
in
the f~acturc.
1-1: also broke some of, the tank plo,tm in an Impact
tctit,ing
machme,
producmc
Neumann
bands m the microstructure.
Prof.
TVilliams recollected
tha$ notich brittleness,
as we know it today,
was not Eenerally
understood
by encineers
and metallurgists
in th:it period,
Mr. I,utt,s’ indopendenfi
discovery
of the meanin~
of chevron
markings
is
of the earliest on record!
snd appmently
the first understanding
of the phenomenon
in actnal servme.
In 1914, however,
CII. de Fremenville,88
in lobomtory
tes~iug of,numcrous
rmiterirds noted chevron
mnrkin~s,
and the fnct
that the &pIces pointed
to hhe fracture
origin.

such bands would not appear if such fracture had been
caused alone by static pressure produced by the load of
molasses. . . . In the present state of science, however,
I find that the conflicting authority in regard to where
they occur and why they occur is too fundamental to
give their presence any weight in marshaling the proofs
in this case. . . . Weeks and months were devoted to
evidence of stress and strain, of the strength of materials, of the force of high explosives, of the bursting power
of gas and of similar technical problems. . . . I have
listened to a demonstration that piece A could have been
carried into the playground only by the force of a high
explosive.
I have thereafter heard an equally forcible
demonstration that the same results co[dd be and in
this case were produced by the pressure caused by the
weight of the mo] asses alone. I have heard that the
pmscncc of Neumann bands in the steel herein considered along the line of fractur~ proved an explosion.
I
have heard that, Neumann hands proved nothing.
I
have listened to mon upon the faith of whose judgment
any capitalist might well rely in the expenditure of
millions in structural steel, swear that the secondary
stresses in a structure of this kind were negligible tind
I have heard from equally authoritative sources that,
these same secondary stresses were undoubtedly the
cause of the accident. Amid this swirl of polemical
scientific waters it is not strange that the auditor has
at times felt, that the only rock to which he could
safely cling was the obvious fact that at least one-half
of the scientists must be wrong. By degrees, however,
what seems to be the points in the case have
emerged. . .“

5.

Crude
6 A.M.,

Oil Storage

Tank,

Ponca

City,

Oklu.,

Dec. I!J, 19z5M

This tank was 117 ft in diameter, 41 ft 10 in. high,
filled with crude oil. The shell was riveted, consisting
of seven courses of plates varying in thickness from 1 in.
at the bottom to l/d in. at the top. The roof was held
on framing. The bottom course was welded to an angle
iron base ring.
The temperature had been 60° F the day before the
failure, and had suddenly dropped to –4° F. At 6 A.M.
one or two light, muffled sounds were heard, and fire
broke out. Later examination showed that the second
course had been torn from the first. The sheets from
the second course to the roof were torn along an irregular line.
The investigators eliminated explosion or lightning as
a cause, and decided that, no defective welding or riveting was involved.
The oil company personnfil rightly
surmised that, the shmp tmmpmature drop was responsible. There was, however, no thought given to brittle
fracture as such.

6.

Eight Crude (Xl Storage Tanks,
Middlewest,
U. S., Early 1930’s’~

Soztth. and

The data for these failures were recently gathered
7

from old industrial records. As a consequence, it is
not complete in all details, but is nevertheless very valuable. A total of eight tanks, with failures of varying
severity, were involved.

Tank No. I was riveted, of 55,000 bbl capacity.
The
dimensions are not available. It is believed that it WZLS
a secondhand tank when it was erected in 1917. It had
a history of five failures (see Fig. 1) as follows:
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Failures

in riveted

crude

oil storage

tank

No.

1

1. January 1918: A split occurred in the lower ring
of the tank with the result that leaking oil overflowed
the fire walls. Th@ temperature at the time of the
break was below zero. The tank was repaired with a
patch and replaced in service.
2. November lg24:
This failure was a crack in the
1ower plate jllst under the manhole entrance. Very
little oil was lost. There is no record of the temperature when the break occurred.
The cracked plate wws
patched with a 10- by 20-in. plate at the time, and in
1926 the cracked plate was replaced with a new one.
Also in 1926, a new roof and a new bottom were installed, the new bottom being laid on top of the Old one,
3. Jan, 2,5, 192!3: The failure evidently was a
cracked plate in the lower tank course. The records
indicate the temperature was 15° below zero at the time.
Repair was made by patching.
4. Dec. 19, 1929: This was a vertical split in the
lower ring. The temperature at the time was – 2° F.
In repairing the tank the entire lower course was replaced with new steel, and a concrete base possibly 18
in. wide and 3 ft deep was run under portions of the
tank perimeter.
.5. Feb. 8, 1933: This was a vertical split in the
lower course. At the time of failure there was a 14-ft
oil 1evel in the tank and the temperature was —10° F.
The crack was so big that barrel staves were driven into
it to reduce the flow of crude oil. Subsequent inspection of the interior revealed that tho new bottom sheets
had beerr carried over the bottom leg of the angle and
welded to the fillet of the img.le, after which an apron
covering the angle was welded to th~ bottom and side
plates. When the apron was removed it was found
that the bottom angle, 3 by 3 by 5/s in. in size, had been
patched by welding in 1.2different places and 22 serious
cracks in the vertical leg still existed.
?’anlc No. ~, riveted, was also 0155,000 bbl ctipacity,
and had been erected in 1917. It, failed at, 9:50 P .M,,
Feb. 7, 1933, at a, tempmature of – 4° F. A vertical
split occurred extending from the caulking edge at the
Lop of the bottom sheet to the bottom of this sheet.
At, both the top and the bottom the break ran between
rivet holes. The break did not extend into the second

✎

...0”

sheet. Some 3 years prior to the failure a new bottom
angle was installed just below the rivets joining the
angle iron to the tank shell. At this time also the sections of bottom angle iron wer~ all butt welded, and a
second set of angle shoes was installed over the old
shoes on top of the new bottom.
(See Fig. 2). There
was no concrete ring foundation.
When the tank
failed, the vertical legs in both of these shoes split direct] y in line with the split in the bottom sheet. The
butt weld in th~ bottom angle iron was broken at this
point, allowing the two sections of angle iron to spread
apart. The tank bottom, where “welded to the angle
iron, was pulled loose for a distanm of about 6 in. on
both sides of the split. It was thought probable, though
by no means certain, that the butt weld in the angle
iron was the first to fail and thereby delivered to the
shell the impact which split it.
Tanks Nos. 3 and ~. lbse
were erected in 1923,
aud were both 171 ft in diameter and 42 ft high. The
bottoms were ‘/l-in. plate, the lower course plate was
5/8 in.
thick. There wore 7 courses of plates, with 20
sheets per course. The vertical joints were quadruple
riveted butt j oirrts, with l/2-in, thick butt straps inside
to include all four rows of rivets. The outside butt
straps included only two rows of rivets, one row on
either side of the joint.
The rivet holes were ls/lh in.
diam for ‘/S-in. rivets, arid were believed to have been
punched full size. Bottom angles were 4 x 4 x 3/4 in.
Lighter st~el and smaller rivets were used in successively higher rourses of plates. Horizontal joints were
made with 7/&in, rivets between the first and second
courses, with smaller rivets in higher joints. Tank No.
3 failed Dec. 7, 1932, when the temperature dropped to
about —18° F. It was filled to the top with crude oil.
Presumably the failure originated in the bottom ring,
and extended vertically through two courses of solid
plate to the horizontal joint hotween the second and
third courses. At this point, the vertical crack presumabl y stopped momentarily and the cracked sheets
began to lean outward, putting a horizontal bulge in
the tank about midway between top and bottom.
This
action was probably accentuated by the collapse of
the roof due to the vacuum produced by oil escapill~
●
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through the original crack. Evidently the shell then
failed in a horizontal direction along the line of the bulge
and at the same time cracked vertically until there was
a continuous tear from top to bottom.
Then the ends
adj scent to the tear began to swing outward, the tendency being to straighten out the shell. Pieces were
torn off from each end and carried away by the flow of
oil. The reaction of the oil approximately opposite the
point of original failure pushed over the adjacent shell
and laid it OJ1the ground with the inside uppermost.
The roof remained attached to this portion of the shell
and moved with it. The result was complete failure
of the tank.
Tank No. 4 failed during the night of Feb. 8, 1933.
It was filled nearly to tho top, and the temperature
had fallen to below – 30° 1?. It failed in a manner similar to Tank No. 3, except that it broke into a larger
number of pieces.
Chemical analyses were made of a piece of each of
tanks 3 and 4, giving the following results in percent:

c
Mn

Tank No. 3
0.29

Tan?+ No. 4
0,17

0.51
0, cm
0.016

:

0,42
c1.002
0.013
0.034

(h-

0.015

ITonc

M

None

None

Bi

0.030

It will be noted that the steel from Tank ATO.3 had
a comparatively higher carbon content.
The steel had tensile properties usual for such material. In a Charpy test of steel from Tank No. 3,
values were 3 to 11 ft-lb at, 2.5° F, 5 ft-lb at 0° F and
1 to 2 ft-lb at —25 and —.500 F. Similar values were
obtained with steel from Tank No. 4 except that at
25° F the energy wits from 21 to 22 ft-lb.
Tank No. 5 was riveted, 120 ft in diameter, 40 ft
high. It had been erected ill 1922 or 1923, on a concrete ring with cone heads of the rivets attaching the
bottom to the bottom angle resting on this ring. The
tank had been patched twice where cracks had occurred. At 2:00 P.M. ,Jan. 9, 1937, leakage was reported through a split in the sheet in the first course.
The tank was filled to a height of 20 ft. The weather
On .January
had been mild to the end of December.
5th more severe weather arrived, with temperatures
ranging from – 2!!0 .Fminimum on that night to – 1.1* F
on January Sth. It is of interest to note that the split
either was not detected, or did not occur, until after
the coldest wmther had passed. Examination of the
split, which occurred in the 1st course, showed it to extend vertically across the entire sheet. It occurred
about 7 in. from a welded pmtch. The bottom angle
was not cracked, and in thifi respect it, differed from dl
the other failures.
Tad No. 6’ was also 120 f’t
in diameter by 40 ft high,
riveted. It failed pmtially during the winter of 193334. A crack extended from the bottom edge of the
1.0

bottom sheet, through a rivet hole, and well into the
next sheet. The crack was about 7 in. from a weld
patch. There WQSa head of 36 ft of crude oil at the
time.
Tank No. 7 was riveted, 1.17 it in diameter by 42 f t
high. In 1933 inspection showed w crack in th~ bottom
angle iron. The concrete ring was intact. Inspection
in 1!3%1showed cracks in 3 lower course sheets, and
cracks in the angle adjacent to two of these sheets.
In .Jarmary 1935, a failure occurred in one of these
previously patched sheets, about 6 ft from’ the patch.
The oil level was 32 ft.
Tank No. 8 was riveted, 120 ft in diameter by 40 ft,
high. Some time during the night of Feb. 25-26, 1934,
Failure followed a sudden
complete failure occurred.
temperature drop from +5 to – 20° F in 24 hr. The
oil level was 37 ft.
The investigators
part, as follows:

concluded

for these 8 tanks, in

1. All tanks werw of riveted construction.
Presumably in all cases the rivet holes had been punched rather
than drilled or subpunched and reamed.
2. Cone head rivets were used throughout.
The
heads of the rivets j oining the tank bottoms to the bottom angle irons rested on the tank foundations.
lJI
a majority of cases concrete ring foundations had been
used which would aflord considerably more resistance
to radial movements of the bottom rivet heads thtin
would earthen foundations, particularly since it, was
found that the \vcight of a tank and contents w-w sufficient to force the rivet heads partially into the concrete.
3. All failures here considered occurred when atmospheric tmmperaturetiwere of the order of zero or below.
4. All failures occurred i]] tanks in crude oil storage
service. In cold weather, crude oil is known to partially solidify against the inside walls and bottom, thus
insulating the tank walls from the warrrw oil at the
center and enabling the tank shell to approach, probThe
ably fairly closely, the atmospheric temperature.
tank bottom, however, being protected on top and in
contact with relative] y warm ground underneath, is
usually much warmer. In suddenly cold weather,
therefore, a temperature difIerencc between the center
and periphery of a tank bottom could readily be of the
order of 50° F.
5. All fractures examined and reported were of a
crystalline appearanm with little or no evidence of
Such fractures are characternecking or elongation.
istic of brittle failures due to impact or sudden A ress
increases.
This author would not agree with the implications
of conclusion number 5. There is evidence of’ many
brittle failures having occurred in ship and non
ship
structures apparently under sttitic conditions.
From the above eight failures one conclusion was
very apparent to the chief engineer responsible for the
above tanks, namely, ‘‘. . that, because of the resistance
which the tank bottom or foundation ring may ofIer

to contmctionof
the shell when the temperature drops
appreciably, the joint between the bottom and shell
of :~ tank is onc of the most critical (if not the most
critical ) of all the joints in the tank. For this retison,
it, would seem that the utmost care should be used
in the fabrication anc1inspectio~~ of this joint to muke
m re that, ib is as sound and free of defects md other
stress raisers as possible. ”

F.
Dec.

Oil Storage

Tarlk, Middle

West,

U. S., 6 P. M.,

lJI, 19@~zG

!Ilis oil tank was of riveted construction} 114 t’t in
diM
net w, and 30 {t high. T’hc roof wtis of wood, and the
lmttom of steal. The bottom course of platm was l/q
il~. in thidmess, with w sing]e row of rivets in the hori zoll~al sc~~m. The vertical seams in the bottom course
)}’ere quadrup]c riveted lap joints. Higher courses of
p]ates were successively thinner, the top (fifth) course
being 1/t in. ~hick.
The bottom of the tank htid been leaking. To repair it, a large triangular hol~ wa~ CU~ ill th~ ~O~tOm
courw of plates with:1 ~orch so that n wheelbarrow could
be wheeled in. After the bot~orn was repaired, the
pierm of steel which had been cut out was electrically
welded back into place. “Itwas welded from the outside
only. The work wm done in May 1943.

,,<
,,!’

The tank was practically full of oil w-hm it burst.
The atmospheric temperature was about 12° J?, and
was rapidly becoming colder. Figllre 3 shows a general
view 01 the tank, surrounded by escaping oil. The
bulge 01 the broken pl~te clearly shows in the first
r{ollrse. Figure 4 shows the pa~ch, and the nature Of
the break. A triangular section, about 55 in. on a side,
had been cut out. The top 01 the triangle was about,
9 in. from the top of the first course, and the bottom
apex of the trim~gle was nbout 8 in. from the twnk
base. The rupture shown runs through the entire botEscaping oil obscures the bottom
tom course plate.
portion of the crack extending downward
t)riungle.

from the

Subsequent examinatiorl revealed that parts of the
weld were poor iu quality. Further, the welding of a
patch into a solid plate is known to result in a high clegree of constraint, with at tendant high residuul stress.
The notch effwt caused by poor welding, combined with
the low ambient temperature, was sufficient to initiate
a brittle failure in the weld (Fig. 4) which then propagt~tedup ~r~ddown t,hrough the solid metal of the patch
tind parent metal.
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qf [ hree Jailed

HISTORIES
OF BRJTTLM
FAH,”URES-TH
ERA OF WELDED COiVSTRIJCIVON
8.

Vierendeel
Truss Bridge—Albert
Canal,
selt, Belgirl,m, s A. M., Mar. 149 ~93fi~2”’04

E

Has-

This bridge was of a type known as a Vierendecl
truss, after its desiglmr. It consifited of straight, lower
rhords, with curved upper chords, ‘1’he upper and
lower chords were joined by vmticals.
(See Fig. 5.)
‘l’here wem no diagolmls. The structure was a very
rigid one. Approximately 50 tiuch bridges were ljuilt
across t,he Albert Canal, wit,
h variations in length and
detail to suit t,hc applicfition.
Some were I)lli]t, of
welded or rolkd I-beams and p]at,e, others entirely of
plate. The I%sselt Briclgc”, ‘x’ ‘i hmi a spau of 23.> it
and was made almost entirely of welded plate. (See
Fig. 6). The lower chord was of a double I-beam (or
box) cross section, with a depth (web) of 47’/1 iu., and
a web thickness of ‘/1 in.
‘1’he flanges were 1~/i in.
thick. The top chord was also mcloublc I-beam with a
depth 01”40 in. Again the wcb was of ‘/,,-in. plate,
but the lower flanges were 23/16 in. thick. The vcrt,icak were again welclcrl T-secLions of lighter construction.
The only parts of the strurimral portion not ma(l~ of
plate werw the gussets, j oiuing chords and verticals.
They were castings. The steel was a Belgian St,-VJj
with a tensile stmngt,h of 53,000-63,000 psi, The bridge
had been in service :dwut onc year.
The wmt,her was (~uite cold when failure ocmu-rml.
Eyc wit nesscs heard :1sound like a,shot aud saw a cr:Lck
open in the lower chord between the 3rd and 4t,h verticals. ‘This M the top rhord aetin~ as an arch. Six
minutes later the bridge broke into three pieces and fell
into the canal. All the fractures were brittle, some
through welds, others in the solid plate away from the
~-e]& 24, 27, 28, 3’J
The bridge
(%P Figs. ~, 8 and 9.)
was lightly loaded at the time.
The failure of thti bridge set OHa gretit flurry in cn12

Vierendecl

1340)

[.r,[ss bridge.v

gilleering circlrs, par~iclllarl.y ill Europc.
Numerous descriptions] i ‘Zs (mostly fragmentary) of the failure CM,
be found i~itechl~ica] aud t,raclcj ournals. Milch specl.llation as to the cause of the failure took place. ThG
British weklill~ industry, theu undergoing u period of
growth while struggling f’or complete acceptance of
welding as a suhstitu~e for ri~’et,ing, secrned to be particular] y mlarmcd.I~,lS (“hw tjeam of Briti+ eugineers

Top Chord

8oitom
2,~ b

1:

~hord
>hord

;/g.

●

2? Li70./b

I

Vertical

A

~>hord

Joint Bekween
Chord & Vertical
(8)LQ.lvwl.<-~emd 191, 7

Fig.

6

Structural
details
Numerous
<fractures

t’

Aug.

1,?,

1s738)

OJ Husselt
bridge
nterrdwrs.
occurred
along line ,i..iA7

Figs 7 (’lrft) and 8
Top chord i!ireuks in Hw.selt
Bridge.
Extreme
‘brit[le bekm,ior
OJ the steel is eviden {.
Ilnwdcs
occurred
u t or near J“zwtction,s oJ wer[ iculs with, cfmrd

.jlalLgw

visiting the sii;c in April 1938, ‘‘. . , . was mtisfied that
the failure was not, due to the weakness or imperl’ectioll
of the welded join t,s,” lS a premat,um judgment, as it
turned out.
Man y invcstigatious were started to determine t,hc
cause of the failure. An officiti] commission Of in(]uiry WJSset, up, but its report mnnob be found in the
literature. It must be assumed t,h~t the en uance of
World War II interrupted its dc]iberations.
l%fore

discussing th(~sc illv-t)st,igat,i(]lls,however, it, iti \\-e]lt o
confiidw th(~failure of two other Vicre~~deeltrusses.

9.

Vierendeei

19,@0, 42–44

Bridge—.4lbert
[<U IMI1,
Hw Belgiltrrl,, .2:,30 ..I. M., ./oI~. ~q,

~r uss

eni.huls-Oolen,*

“-

200
ffi
in kmg~h,
“The lIere~ltht~ls-O(]lcll SPZHI w:w
~~ith chords of single, wekled plate l-txmms. 42 (See

Fig. 5.)

I tl all other principal rc?-

spwts it, }}-as similar to the IIasselt,
Bric]ge.

]Iet,wiIS

of

plate thirkness

Etc., me noi readily ~vailable, nor
fire they

rmlly

gerrnanc.

been erectecl ill 1936–27.

It htid
The sen-

try on duty ot, the time of failure
heard three long reports in slulcession.

The bridge did not, collapse,

I’ivc hours later, tit 7:30 A.M. a 2;3ton

1oromot,ive

passtid ovci-

bridge without incident.
cracks

were folmd

the

i4fter\vmd

in the

lower

chord, O1]Copen to 1 in., nnd 7 ft
long.4n Tempemtme

was 7° lr.~s

It,will he lmted thnt failure ocrurred
whm the bridge” \vasunloaded.
cracks sLarted at

weld

M(

junctions

(Fig, lo).
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Vierendeel Truss Bridge, Albert ~unal,
lk~lille, Belgium, 7:30 A. M., Jan. 2,5, 1940 KL~~–44

was 7° F. A totnl of fiix cracks }verc found in the lower
chord.
(See Fig. 10.) The bridge did not collapse.

This bridge had a 1.60-ILspan m~d ww erected in
1934–M. It was constructed of rolled l-beam chords,
with welded details. (See Fig. 5.) It is thus not a
plate structure, but is included in this survey because
of the light it sheds on the ftiilurc of other Vierendeel
trusses. ~“’1% Ati the time of fail(wc, the temperature

Numerous investigators agree that the original fracture of the Hmsclt Bridge started ab a weld between a
mllsfietand the lo~er chord, ~!l,31-33 L’0.ssature Metal-
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;que” of February 1939 blamed the’ failure on residual
stress. It stated:
(1) That, the welds were of good
quality “but, reveal certain imperfection s,” @) The

steel is above criticism, its excclleut quality being revealed by micrographic examination, chemical analysis,
strength tests, impact tests, repeated impact, bending,
elasticity and fatigue tests, (3) ‘[It is therefore, ineorr-ect to state as has been done in some quarters,
that the brittleness of the steel was either a principal or
contributory cause to the accident. ” (4) No significance is to be attached to the brittle appearance of the
breaks since “breaks due to shock always have this
appcmance.”
(5) Thcaccident
isentirelydue
to the
quality of welds and welding sequence. The rctider
should note that L’Ossature .kfetallique is a publication
edited by the Belgium-Luxembourg Steel Information
Center, and thus represents the steel manufacturers’
point of view.
The Vierendeel trusses were several times criticized
for the welding sequences employed. lTJz~,v In the
erection of one JTierendeel truss the end lifted 3 cm
while still supported on false work. The we]ders corrected the alignment as they worked. I~,24 It was also
reported that “numerous, sudden fractures, accompanied by detonations have occurred in Vierendeel welded
bridyes; those sudden cracks manifest themselves for
the most part at the works, although some occur during
erectiorr, indifferently at the weld, the scarf of the weld,
or in solid plate, away from the weld.”zJ
Finally a detailed investigation” of some length was
undertaken in Great Britain, on some steel and welds
taken from the Hasselt Bridge. It was found that the
steel had a normal chemical analysis, except that the
sulfur and phosphorus were high. The steels were of
bessemer or fully rimming quality.
The mechanical
tests of the steel were found to be satisfactory, except
that the Izod impact values were low, especially on
thiok plate. Weld metal showed a high phosphorus
content, there were cracks in the roots of important
butt w-elds, and sealing runs were absent on the backs of
such welds. The report courluded that the steel, while
in some respects unsatisfactory, could not be entire]y
blamed, that the gravest factor w-asthe welding defert,s
uncovered, and that residual stresses present would have
befin cd no importance had the welds been sound ‘in the
first plac~. The report statccl that, tho exact practical
significance of Iow Izod value is difficult to state, and
‘[In particular there is no definite evidence that such low
Izods can be the direct cause of the type of crack known
to have developed in this or in similar welded bridges. ”
Another investigator3g gave detailed radiographic evidence tihowing the poor quality of the welds in the Hasselt Bridge. A rmidual stress of apparently 14000 psi
was found in ono welded joint,. Another source4y quotes
the residual stress as 6.35 to 1.2.6 tons per square inch
(12,000-25,000 psi approximately).
Final] y, Busch and Reulelce43 report a comprehensive
investigation undertaken in Germany of the failures of
all three of the shove-rnentioned Vierendeel trusses.
They found for the Hasselt Bridge thot:
(1) most failures occurred at junctions between verticals and the
lower chord in butt welds connecting the flanges of
both members; (2) on simikw joints which were i~ltact,

measuremel]t showed the residutil stress to tipproach the
yield point ;’ (3) the design of the bridge caused a high
stress concentration at the welds, which was worsened
by improper welding sequence; (4) the fractures revealed many fine cracks; (5) welds were defectivo and
contained incipient cracks; (6) the mechanical characteristics of the base metal were satisfactory and complied with specifications.
In their investigation of the Herenthak-oolen steel,
Busch and Reuleke reported:
(1) Chemical analysis,
percent, as follows:
c . . . . . . . . . 0.09-0.17
Si.....,,.tracc
Mn. . . . . . 0.43-0.94

1’. ,. ..,,.

0.038-0.079

s., ...,..

0,027-0. OJS

N. ...,..

0.011-0.030

The spread indicates tho variation from plate to plate.
(2) Tensile tests gave:
ReducYield
point>

Thkkst (1.8-in.) plate
Thinnest (0.6-in.) plate

psi
30,000
35,000

Tensile
strength,
psi

~~,()()o
61,000

Elongution,

tion of

area,

%%

36.5
35.4

60
57,5

(3) Impact tests with keyhole notch specimens (from
various plates) in the rolling direction gave:
L’pper transition tempemturcs from –40° F ond 138 fhlb to
+68” 1?and 80 fhlb
Tower transition tempcratm$csfrom – 60” F and 10 ft-lb to
–40° 1?and 10 ftilb
Specimens from the thicker plate had higher transition
temperatures. There was lit,tle correlation betw-een the
carbon content of the various pieces and the transition
range. Practically all specimens were brittle (at least
in part) at 7° F, the temperature at which the bridge
failed. (4) The steel was not susceptible to cracking
during welding and showed no mfirked increase in hardness due to welding.
(.5) Small angles of bend were obtained in longitudinal weld bead specimens from the
bridge, tmd fracture was always of the cleavage type.
Stress relief gave ti gretiter bend angle, but did not alter
the cleavage fractures.
(6) The micro- and macrostructures of the steel were satisfactory.
In regard to all three Vierendec] failures, Busch and
Rcu]eke concluded (in part):
(1) It should be serious]y
questioned if nonkillcd besserner steel should be used
for welding in the thicknesses of the order of 1‘/a in.,
in spite of good static tension properties, since the
(“) The
notch impact properties were unsatisfactory.
faulty design of the vertical member-lower girder joint,
along w-ith defective welding sequence, was not to
blame for the Hasselt fail me, since the other two bridges
failed elsewhere. (3) The weldability of the steel
(4) The accident was caused
was not a decisive factor.
by (a) multiaxial restraint and residual stress, (b) low
ambient temperature, (c) the low notch-impact charactm-istics of the steel.
As late as 1948, however, the ghost of the Hrwselt,
.
.—.
a; Them

is some

difficulty

of translation

here.
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Bridge had not been laid. Yet another author”
pressed his opinion as to the cause of the failure.

ex-

This author agrees with t,he implications, if not the
formal statement, of the Busch-Reuleke conclusions.
The failure was undoubtedly initiated, in the case of
some
cracks, by weld defects acting as notches. Perhaps the truss structure, which is usually rigid, was
contributory.
Cracks through the rolled I-beam lower
chord of the Kaulille bridge, not nom any welds ,40may
substantiate this view. The low ambient tempm-at~cs
in the presence of tho dead-load stresses and residual
stresses, combined with the poor notch-brittle characteristics of the steel, did the rest.

tioued as a cause in six cases, and eliminated as a cause
iu three. The other case dwcriptions omit mention of
temperature.
Some of the design details pictured seem to be of the
type used in the Vierendeel trusses, with which so
much trouble was encountered at the Hasselt Bridge
and other locations.
With no information given o]n
history of the structure, no definite conclusions can
be drawn. The extent of the failure (bridge collapse,
etr. ) is not, stated. Nevertheless the report is a valuable one.

12.

Three

Welded

and Ruclersdor-,
11.
Fourteen Cases of Brittle Failure in Bridges,
Belgium, Presumably
1941-5W

Fourteen cases of brittle failure in bridges are here
mportcd in tin investigation performed under the auspices of La Commission des Ruptures Fragiles dc
L’Institute Bclge de la Soudure. No locations are given,
and no descriptions of the ovm -al 1 bridge structmes or
their ages. Some of the bridge sections described were
rolled, some were built up from welded plate. In some
cases the steel analysis is given. All the structures
were of rimming steel, with a probable carbon content of
about 0.2(?~0.
The first case presented is of especitil iuteretit, since
it involves cracks radiating from punched rivet holes in a
partly welded structure. Complete failure occurred at
0“ C by a crack which seems to have started in one of
these holes and progressed amoss the entire section.
Failure was instuntancous, without deformation.
In the other cases, initiation of failure is attributed to
residual stress, triaxial stress, bad welds (notch effects)
and in one cas~, poor steel. “Low temperature is mcn -

SINGBL;,DGACK
Fig. 11
failures.
Gardens

Plate

Girder

Bridges,

Berlin,

Ger mar~y, 1936-38 ~~,46

Two railway bridges—one single track, one double
track-were
erected of St-52 steel at the Zoological
Gardens Station in Berlin. Girder sections were made
of’ welded pl~te, with a web 3 m in depth. on the
single-track bridge, the flange w:Lti of 60-mm plate,
500 mm wide. On the double-track bridge the flange
wm 620 by 65 mm in cross section.
(See Fig. 11.) It)
1938, after the single bridge had been in use for half a
year, and the do~lble bridge had just been completed,
transverse cracks were noted in the fillet welds between
web and flanges, extending well into the parent metal.
Crack stopper holes were drilled at the crack cmds, and
temporary supports provided.
Theso spans then carried several hundred thousand trains before being torn
down in 1938 and replaced with riveted structures, also
of st-52.
.4t Rudersdorf, near Berlin, an Autobahn bridge,
also
of St-,52 steel! was being completed at the time of
the above trouble.
It was of plato girder constructiori,
with 17 spans totaling 3280 ft. Because of the Zoo
difhlties
the welds were carefully X-rayed, and necesstiry sections repaired. On the night of Jan. 2, 1938,

.
WUBLE

Details of welded bridge
Left,
at
Zoological
Station,
and right,
at
Rudersdorf”
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the temperature suddenly dropped 10° C. Here also
cracks started in the fillet weld between the lower flange
and web, trmwling up into the web, nearly across the
girder, which was 2.8 m deep. The flange w-as 3’3 by
640 mm in cross section.
(See Fig. 11.)
In both cases, investigators concluded that hardening,
combined with rmidual stress, initiated fracture. In
the case of’ the Rudersdorf bridge, vertical stiffeners
had been welded to the web plate before the flange
plates were conneeted to it. This apparently resulted in
restricting the shrinkage of the fillet welds between web
and flanges, causing high residual stress. .Extensive
tests were made’2 of thin welds on thick flanges of high
them-ml capacity.
Hardening resulted in this thin deposited metal, resulting in transv~rse cracks.

13.

Duples.sis Bridge,

Three Rivers, Quebec,

(kn-

uda, 3:00 A. M., Jan. 31, 19514V, 4S

This bridge consisted of two sections, totaling 1380 ft,
containing six 180-ft spans, tmd two 1.50-ft spans. It
was of continuous welded plate-girder deck construction, resting on concrete piers. The two girders were
32 ft apart, being 12 ft deep a~ the piers, and 8 ft deep
at the centers. The bridge was completed in 1!347. In
February 1950, in cold weather, 27 months after completion, a fracture was discovered in a down-stream
girder of the East -Crossing. While this was being repaired a similar fracture was found in an identical location in the West Crossing, Both cracks originated
in top flange plates, close to butt-welded joints, and
traveled toward tho center of the girder. The East
break buckled the web and lower flange. The West
break stopped because of the tension action of the slab
reinforcing. All similar butt-welded
joints
were
checked on this bridge and on the 1548 ft St. Rose and
1520 ft St. Eustache bridges of similar construction.
No other defects were found.
Rust colorings in the cracks indicated that they had
spread in two or three stages, radiating from the fillet
welds joining the web to the flange. Paint was found
in tho cracks, indicating they had been there (at least
in pint) before the girders left the shop for the bridge
site.48 To repair these fractures, sections of dammged
web and flanges were removed and replaced w-it,hweb
and welded flange sections that were riveted in place to
the old material. Following this all tension joints were
reinforced with riveted p]ates. 47
Finally on Jan. 31, 1951, nem-ly a year later, the
west half of the West (1-ossing collapsed into the river.
Traffic on the bridge was negligible.
The temperature
was – 30° F.47 Two weeks before the final collapse a
Provincial bridge inspector had run a continuous 10-day
inspection and reported everything satisfactory.
At the time of the first trouble, February 1950, an
exhaustive investigation N had been carried out. This
revealed (in part) that the flange plate had been ordered
to meet C.S.A. S-40 (ASTM A-7) specifications.
Although not stipulated in the specification, thick structural plate is usually rolled from semiskilled or killed

steel. In this case the mill supplied rimmed steel which
was passed by inspectors and built into the bridge.
The broken flang~ plates were found to be of poor
quality rimmed steel unsuitable for welding. They contained high local concentrations of carbon and sulfur,
with many slag inclusions in the form of strings, particular y in the core section. ‘Is The postfracture analysis4~of the 2 l/z-in. flange plate showed a variation in
carbon content of 0.23-O.4070, and a sulfur content of
0.04-0.1 16Y0. Manganese varied from 0.30 to 0.33Vo.
The yield point of the material varied from 27,S00 to
57,800 psi, with an average tensile strength of 58,000
psi. Charpy notch-bar trots gave values of 3, 4, 4 and
6 ft-lb at 100° F. The welds were generally stitisfactory in quality, showing some slight slag inclusions.
D. B. Armstrong4g concluded speculatively that, the
original cracks may have been initiated w-hcu the longitudinal fillet we]ds were Laid across the butt we]ds,
the combination of restraint and shrinkage stress being
too great for the notch sensitive material.
It is the belief of this author that with so brittle a
material, any slight defert, combined with dead load
stresses, might lead ho cattwtrophi c failure at low temperatures. Seventeen other welded continuous girder
deck bridges, totaling two miles in length, stand in the
Province of Quebec.’a So far as is known, no trouble
had been experienced with them. The government of
the Province of Quebec is still conducting an investigation into the fall of the Duplessis Bridge. Retiults have
not been made public.

.14.

Spherical Hydrogen Storage Pressure
General Electric
Corp.,
Schenectady,

Vessel,

N.

Y.,

2:47 P. M., Feb. 16, 194349–s1
This was a spherical hydrogen tank, 38.5 ft in diameter, 0.66 in. thick, semiskilled plate, of welded construction. It had been in service three mowths. The design
was in accordance with Paragraph U-69, ASME Code
for Unfired Pressure Vessels. The design called for a
working pressure of .50 psi, a working stress of 11,000
psi and a weld efficiency of 80(~o. in J942 it had been
tested at 62.5 psi, showing no leaks. The manhole
of the tank had been made in two subassemblies (bolt
flange of neck in one, collar and sphere plate in the
other) and welded in place on the ground. All manhole plates were made of 3/<-in. sheared cold-roiled
plate. The plates were cold shop formed, and in accordan ce with Paragraph W69, no stress relieving was
performed.
(311the day of the fracture, the ambient temperahre
had been subzero, had risen 27° Fin 7 hr, and was 10° F
when failure occurred. The internal pressure was
about 50 psi. The sphere burst catastrophically into
20 fragments, with a total of 650 ft of herringboned,
brittle tears. The tears were plotted on a model, with
directions of herringbones marked by mrows. All
herringbones led back to the manhole, which was the
origin of fracture.
(See Fig. 12.) The intensity of
the failure was greatest in the manhole region.
17
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The general quality of the welding was excellent.
Only a few feet of fracture follov-ed welded seams or the
heat-affected zones. I,ater examination of the relief valves showed them to be operating satisfactorily.
Fractures did not involve, except in a minor way, SUpport leg attachments where stresses were high. on
good evidence, the possibility of internal explosion was
eliminated.
The field assernbby of the manhole neck
required heavy welds of many passes. Old cracks were
later found in this metal, as well as many small cracks
in the inner, skeared edge of the neck. The invmtigatorsig’ 50believed the causes to be: (1) High stresses
at the manhole neck, due to the presence of the hole
in the sphere; (2) residual stresses approaching the
,yield point in the manhole neck, duc to shrinkage of
the heavy weld. There were several old radial cracks
in this regiorl; (3) the use of semiskilled steel, which was
hrittlc under the present circumstances; (4) probable
thermal shock due to the rapid rise of temperature and
the sun’s rays increasing the hydrogen pressure, or to
thermal stress due to uneven heating of the sun’s rays.
The large amount of energy available from the compressed gas was sufficient to scatter the pieces without
an explosion.
Th~ investigators recommended that gas vessels
should be tested at twice the working pressure with water, rather than 1~/, times the working pressure with
18

gas, and that subassemblies (such as manholes, nozzles,
etc. ) should be built in the shop, stress relieved and
magnafluxed for cracks. The design of these subassemblies should be such that heavy, built-up weld deposits
which cause high residual stress are not useal.
1.5. Spherical
sylvania,

iirnrnonia

March

1.9&

I%essure

Vessel,

Penn-

1

This sphere was built to contain anhydrous timmonia
(density 42 lb/ft’ ) fit 7.5 psi.
It was 40 ft ill
diamctw, 7/S-in. plate. Some plates were rimmed steel,
others scmikilled steel. It was supported on seven
columns with reinforcing pads, ~/J by 19 by 84 in. where
the columns joined the sphere.
Failure occurred while the sphere was being subjected to a hammer test, mdled for by the lMO ASMII
Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels. This test required
the seams to be struck with an 8-lb shjdge hammer
while the vessel was filled with water at 115 psi. A
horizontal, brittk tear resulted when the hammer struck
a vertical seam.
Practically none of the tear followed
any welded seams, and the tear extended to the right
and left of the hammer blow. Following this, 20~o of
the seams were examined by magna flux, with no serious
defects detected. The welds were of good commercial
quality. Failure had been initiated by a notch effect

produced by a slight overlap of weld metal, combined
with slight weld porosity.
A previously built vcss~l?
twin of the failed sphere was surveyed by strain gage
technique while full of water at, 40 and 75 psi. The
report states that the design was found adequate.

.16.

,Spherica.1 Pressure

T’a., .lanua.ry 194+1

P’essel, Morgantown,

W.

45Z

Following the failure of the foregoing sphere, several
similar tanks, which had been in scrvicc some time,
were checked (by rnagnaflux) to see if manhole de[e(;ts were present. Among others were six spheres in
an Ordnance plant at Morgantown, W. Va. They were
buil~ for a liq[licl (unspcc;ficd) delwity 42 lb/iL’, preand working
sumably ammonifi, at 50 psi premre,
After
stressm of 11,000 psi with 90C%joint efficiency.
repair of the manholes, tanks were tested hy tilling with
water at 100 psi. The second sphere while being tested,
failed completely at 98 psi. The bohtonl clroppccl out,
and the top fell in on it. (See Fig. 13.) There were

2. In future, shop-assembled, stress-relieved sphere
sections complete with nozzles ancl manholes should be
used for all openings.
3. Existing spheres should not be operated over
5070 of maximum hydrostatic test pressure.
4. Top of columns a~~d adjoining sphere sections
should be stress relieved.
5. To reduce bending, thicker plate should be used
At column connections, rather than a double plate.
A strain gage investigation into the stresses of’ spherical tanks was performed by G. A. Brewer5:) on a butadienc gas tank 50 ft in cliameter at 60 psi pressure.
(This was not o~]c of the tanks referred to above.)
l’he plate was 0.S22 in. thick, of ASTJM A-70, semikillcd steel. The “l~nfired Pressure Vessel Code allowed a working stress of 11 J)OOpsi. I-Iefou]ld that ou
the juncture of a horizontal and vertical weld head, on
a plate to which a columu was fastemxfj the stress was
33,S00 psi, or 2.8S times that predicted by simple theory.
.Acljacent to the column it, wfis 19,100 psi, or 1.62 time$.
These st,ressvalues have hew] crit,icj.zedj54hOWeVEV’,
011
Lhe grounds bt
the figure of 33,800 psi measured at
full pressure, on the outside only, rntiy really have represm tecl mcrcl y a stress clifferm ce, rutllw tharl truc
value, 1~’orinstance, t,h.estress may have been – J5,000
psi with no press~lre, and + 1S,000 psi at full pressure.
LTntil the residual stress in the llnloadeci condition iK
kno~vn, the question ~vill remaiu umuwwered. For
further comments on residllal stresses, see DiscLlssion,
page 36.
17. Cylindrical Gas Pressure Vessel urld Spherical
Gas Pr~ssm-e V-essel, Ea S( Ohio Cas Co., Cle*elvnd, Ohio, 2:40 P. M.,

Fig.
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Failed

sphere
a L ~w%nrlf~uw
long brittle t~m

w- v~-,

sILoWirQ

350 ft of herringbone tear, and ouly 4 ft went aloug a
seam. The direction of t,hc herringborie indicated that,
the tear probably started fit a point just below where a
column WM attached to the shell. Subsequent strain
gage madi ngs on a duplicate sphere ind icat,ed hi,gh local
stresscs at colum~ attarb mcn ts. There were S00 ft of
welded seams of good qualitjr, t~lotwh at some Points
there was lack 01 complete fusion.sl
The temperature duri~g t,l,e previous night hacl been
about 19° 1’, and was at 30° U at failure. The water
tempwature in the sphere was about 3S0 F. At, 32° .F
the keyhole Charpy impact value for the steel vws well
below 15 ft,-lb. The chemical analysis of the steel
showed a carbon content of 0.20@0.2170 C, 0.47V0.4S010
Mn, with the remaining elcrrwnts as k usual f or ASTM
A-7 steel of firebox quality.”
tingi~~eering personnel of the operating organization
recommended in part as follows:
1. Shcare(l projecting ends of nozzle and manhole
necks should be mtichiued or ground to a depth of
‘/8 in. to remove cracks.

OcI,. 20, ILJ@It =-58

These Lanks,sswith t WO other spherical ttinks, were
built to hold liquefied natural gw at 5 psi and – 260° F.
A pi]o~ plant wws first put, in operation in 1940, from
which it was conch] de(i that ordinary- steel was 11ot
safe below- —500 F. C/harpy tests were performed on
~~ariollsmetals, from \rhich it was decided tha~ vwious
metals in order of excellence for n safe Charpy impact,
test vwlue were copper, brouze, Monel metal, red brass,
stfiinless steel (type not specified), and steel plate with
less lkan 0.09% car~~ol~pll~s 31/2% nicl{el. Erec~Iio~~‘If
ths full-scale plant was begun September 1MO s,llcI
completed Junufiry 1941. The storuge farilit,ies com
sistecl or three double-shelled spherical tanks. Thti
outer shell of earh was of welded, open-he~rth, mild
‘3 ft layer of gramllated cork,
steel. Insicle was a .then the 57-ft dimn stm~~ sphere of the nickel alloy
steel. This had a spew hed perrentag~} analysis as
follows :
c. . . . . .
. .............
Mn . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
?.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -, ..,.-.,.
1’. ..,......
.
.........
Si . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nib . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
This

steel was deoxidized,

rolled,

0,08-0.12
0.30-0.60
0.045 Inax
0.045max
010--~2~
:<.25-3.75

normalized

at

1550° F to a McQuaid grain size of 6-7, and a hardness
of BHN 149–1,52. The designer picked this alloy because he believed it to be s~tisfactormyrmd less costly
than other materials considered.~5 Seams wer~ we]ded
with 25Cr–20Ni rod. Weld specimens from all welding
positions and pIate thiclmesses were, according to one
report,55 impact tested at —260° F and gave Charpy
values of greater than 1.5Mb in both welds and hcatafffitted zones. ~s The cork spare between the shells
was vapor tight and kept dry b,y low-pressure gas discharge. Each sphere was supported on 12 columns,
the liquid content having a density of 26 lb/ft:{. Design stress was 13,750 psi and ta~filis were equipped with
safety vdves.sl

calwes, but some type of seismic shock load, either from
an adjaccmt railroad or nearby drop hammer, remain
possibilities.
It was poinicd ollt, by one group of investigatorsJs ths,t most, industrial concerns use [austerlitirl stainless Neel, or nonferrotls metal for low-tempwature applic:Ltions.
Another investigat(~r5hperformed a detailed met,alIurgical examination of the failed No. 4 vertical cylim
drictil tank, The chevron markings on a great many
tank fragments were checked and plotted on a model
with little sucress. All the evidence indicated that,
there were a great many origins of fracture. There was
nothing- to indicate that the patch ph~t,ein the bottom of
the tank had hem a failure origin. The material wati

In 1943, after the spheres had been i~l use approximately two years, it was decided to add an additional
cylindrical-toroidtil storage ta~lk. The designer felt
that this tank would have a safer shape, inasmuch as
plfite flexure would be decreased. Again the inner shell
was of the sam~ 3~/z”)o nieke] al]Omy
and L]losame jvelding
procedures were used. l’he inner shell was 70 ft in
di:uneter, 42 ft, high. The top and bottom were dished
heads within a dishml al]mllus. The bottom inner shell
WM s~lpported by wood posts. The outer shell was
76 f’t,in diameter and 51. ft high, tho inner space being
filled with rock wool. Design stress was 12,496 psi.

gc~lerall.y of good quality, and generally free of serious
defects. The plate was found to he hot rolled, and in
the as-rolled condition.
Some weld defects were discovered by X-ra+y, but they were not serious. Charpy
tests (with lmyh ole notch specimens) were performed
at – 24S0 1?. Spccimms from platoti in Tank No. 4
(which faikxl) gave values of 3-5 ft-lb at that, temperature. Specimem from Sphere No. 1, which hacl stood
undamaged through ihe fire and was cold several days
later, gave values of 1–6 ft-lb, as did ~ spare plate Irom
this sphere. It will be noted that some of t~le fi~ldillgs
her~ reported are at,direct variance with the plate properties reported al:mve.~5
This samv investigatofih concluded that the lack of adherence to the 15 ft-lb minimum Uharpy value at service temperat,uro was of primary importance as a cause
of the disaster. Ho pointed out that men at – 194° F,
\vellabove the servi(;e temperat,~lrc, his findings showod
that a relatively timall fraction of the specimens tested
by him exhibited sufficient ductility in the Ch:~rpy test.
He also criticized the dctiign of the cylindrical tarlj~,ill
that the vertical member of the belt ring was stressed
in lmnsion in tho direction prrpmdic~~lar to the surfac(:.
Spalling was observed here whc~l the bottom plates tom
loom.
One con elusion of another group of iuves tigat ors:;
points out, that the designer calculated only the membrane st,ess for this c:+yli
lldrid LLnli. Ca]cl.l]ations Of
secondary stresses at discontinuities showed that in
one location the ben~iing stress approached 50,000 psi,
They ako w~re of the opinion th~lt because a spheric~l
tank has few-w disc onti!luities) it Wollld bc better ~ ]lere
low-t,em~erature littleness is :],factor, It is the opinion d this author that that simplicity of structure in itsrlf will not necessarilyy bar briitl e failurw. This is
demonstrated in g:w line failures (see below).
The designer of Lhese tanks, in an article published
before the dimstei+, stated that this type of gtis container cost about $] 839 per million cubic feet of storage (regasified) versus 7$47,600 to $99,000 per million
cubic feet in normal gas holders. In the course of the
investigations; following the disaster he stated that the
nickel alloy was to all intents and purposes brittle at
– 260” F, despite a satisfactory Charpy value. He indicated that when a sheet of this steel }vas at a low
temperature, a sledge hammer could be driven through

The cylindrical shell was given a hydrostatic te~t by
filling it half full of water and pumpi~lg t,he remaining
wir space to 5 psi. Whnn the tank was first filled with
liquid gas in ,June 1943 a plate in the bottom cracked.
In ,July 1943 the cracked section of this plate was drilled
and chipped out, ancl a patch was welded in. The
patch plate was dry-ic~ cooled during the process so
that no residual stress would result. The residual stress
was ch~cked by st,rain g~ges. The tank was again
teskxf, then uniformly cooled as it was tilled with liquid gas, It was put in service with no further i~lcident,55
On Oct. 20, 1.944, as the plant was being shut down,
witnesses saw vapor or Iiqtlid issuing from the cylindrical t,ank, one-third or one-half way up from the bottom.
The atmospheric tempera tllre was 510 F at the tim~.
There was a rumblo and flamcti, IIxplosion followed.
Twenty minlltes later an adjacent spherical tank f~~ilecf
ill the h~at, duc to weakening of supporting columns.
Liquid gas flowed into the sewers, sprc!adillg the holocaust. One hundred and twenty-eight, persons werr
killed, damage was $6,S00,000.s1 55
Several simultaneous investigations ensued. One
account states that fragments of the im~er shell of the
cylindrical tank showed that rupture had started at t,hc
center of the roof, had run radian y ouhvard, down thc
shell, and in through the bottom. ~’ The fractures were
of the brittle type. llmre wero some failures at the
weld, but these may have Ixwn caused by the heat of
the fire. There seemed to bc no evidence of an initial
explosion, but rather just disintegration of the tank.
Analysis of the steel showed that it conformed to specifications.5s External explosions were eliminated w
20
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it, bIIt, that in his opinion this shoLLldnot obviate its
use for construction purposes. He cited examples of w
large number of brittle materials used in construction .Ss
Hindsight is doubtless better than foresight.
Today,
one asks, in view of the large comparative savings in
consh’uetion, why the more expensive stainless steel
was not used. Certainly the greatest danger of notcllbritLIe sLeek becomes apparent, in that the lestion to be
learned is this—while many brittle materials are used
in construction, they are designed for m such; design
for ferritic steel assumes the material to be ductile, and
sometimes it, is not.

18. Five
1!?4759

Oil Slorage

Tads,

Russia,

Dec.

12-14,

‘1’hesc v-cre cylindrical ~anks of 160,000 m [t capacity, somewhere in Russia. No details of dimensions,
comtru ction or contents are given. The material Was
au ST-3 steel, with a specified percentage analysis as
follows: 0.134.20 C, 0.35-0.60 !Mn, trace of Si, 0.05
1’ max, 0(05 S max. The welding electrodes had z
thin chalk coating, apparcmtly to stabilize the :wc,

in the course of 48 hr all five tanks developed innumrmble cracks where the bottom joined the first course of
plates. All crack were on the northeastern side, facin~
prevailing winds. During the time that the damage
o(:(;urrcd Lhe temperature ranged from —310 F ai
noon, to —4.7° F at night. There was no mow cover.
N-o tads burst, but all became leaky. In w tank numbered as 18, a crack started at the bottom where thr
base angle iron joined the tirst course in a triple layer Of
~vel(iing. l’he crack went, through a vertical welded
joint. h Tank No. 19 a crack skrted in a weld crater,
\\entthrough the cover plate angle iron, and the boLtom
(:ol~rse of welds. h ‘lank No. 11 LLcrack went all

off the plates, and the edges prepared for welding. The
original diameter of 120 IL WM preserved, but the tank
height was increased from 40 to 48 ft, 4’/4 in.
At the time of failure the tank was being filled with
crude oil, which had remhed a level of almost 45 ft.
The oil temperature ]vas 13° F, and the air temperature was approximately 0° F. On t,he previous day
the air temperature had been about 42° F. Failure
originated at an upper comer o~ the reinforcing plate
of a shell cleanuut door in the bottom course. ‘The
crack propagated upward Lhrough t,his plate at 45 cleg
to the vertical as far as the horizontal vmld between the
reinforcing plate and the shell. (See Fig. 14.) It then
spread up and down through the entire height of the
shell. The shell tore loose from the bottom plotc,
flattened out and floated a~i-ay. The directions of
crack propagation were determi iled from the herr
ill ghone markings.
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along. the we]ded joint, around the cover plate, up into
the first course of pltiLes, and down into the bottom.
The other two tanks behaved similarly.
The tanks had been built from 1941 to 1943. There
had been no previous trouble. “Much of the welding
had been done in the winter in temperatures of – 3!! to
+27” -F. The cracks hzd all started at notches (craters, lack of fusion, weld build-up, covered weld cracks).
Residual stresses were also blamed, as well as t,hcrmal
stress. In previous winters the cold had set, in gradually and evenly. This year the weather had bem~ mild
}vith no snow, lt had imrne(l suddenly cold on Derembcr 10th. The tanks rested on unfrozen ground, and
Sudden contraction cfuc to
the contents were WW’In.
the cold wincl caused t’racture on the wiudward side.
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Crude

7:31, A.M.

Oil Slorage

Tank,

Middlewest,

Fig.

15

L)e to ils OJ square cmrtere d clearlozl t door
crude oil storug~ fan~

irtj’ailed

U. S.,

Feb. 2, 194760

‘l’his tank was built in 1944. J3ecause of the materials shortage, plates were obtained from dismantled,
riveted tanks. The cleanout door and its reinforcing
plates were new steel. The rivet holes were trimmed

Fig. 16 Section
through
horizontal
rleanout
door jamb in
Note poor quality of welding
tuiled crude oil storage tank.
us evidenced
by cavities
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Tensile tests showed the material to have the usual
strength and ductility of m ch steels.
Charpy tests with keyhole specimens showed:
TWL~Wl#l:TC,

Shall
pluls

30-40
5-8
H ..5
2.5 ft-lb

w)fml

250
0°
—25.

Fig.

17

Failed

crude

oil

storage

tank,

tea r, with origin, oj Jmcture al corner
reinforcing plate

shotwing brittle
of ckunout door

Re;;{n;’n,r

19-20
4, 5–3
3.5
2.5 [t-h

The investigation ctmcluclw that, “Both of three
matelials, while of average quality and sirnihw to those
used for tank workl probably should bc ch:,trarterized
m notch sentiitil-e,
The ravbon rontient of the reinforcing plate is within the range of the so-called welding
grade steel.”
~~.

Oil Storage

T(di,

lVorln.andy,

France,

Winter

19<50-.5161

The investi~at,ion showed the computed strew to
h:Lve been 19,000 psi, 1 f’t above the lower edge of the
bottom shell course, which was 0.66 in. thick. ‘1’he
clmmout door was rectangultir with square corners, i}-ith
a coincidence of a number of built-up plates and wel(ls.
It reminds one of Libw%y ship hatch corners. (See
Fig. 15.) The quality of welding mound these cm-new WM poor.
(See Fig. lG.) Fractures exhilbitcd
t,ypiwd herringbone markings.
(See Fig. 17.) The
origin of hi lure, Fig. 18, shows that the f’ract(lre WaS
brittle from its in cr,ption, as is typical in most engin.ecring structures.
I’erccmtage analysis of the shell and reinforcing plates
showed:

This was a tad{ of 10,00(1 cu m capacity.
The di:Ct,ion, tmlk size, plate tbickn ess, C)i]
taik Of COllStI’L[
height, weather conditions ~n(j exa,ct date of fractllre
arc not given. Two cracks appeared, running up from
a vertical wclcl ill the first courtie of plates, joinin~: and
stopping after j~lst crossing a horizontal welded seam.
Apparently ilo huther ruptur~ took place. All cracks
were roughly pcrpcmdicular to the adjoining seams that
they crossed. Direction of crack propa~ation was determined from hcrringhonc markings, Photos S11OWC(I
many of the welds to be of bad quality. (jne vcrt,ica]
seam was later brokel) open through the weld. Flad
surIace irregular itics , ~lndcrcutting and cracks were
ev”ident.
Andysifi of two plates showed one to have O. 19% C,
the other O.12%, C. The a~lalyses were t,ypical Of lowcarbon plate ster 1, with SU1fur and phosphorus quit,e
low. The crack, while starti~~g in the sewn between
these tw-o plates, traveled olily througk thti higher carbon plate.
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CJ ude

Oil

Storage

Oil Storage Tan]<, Fawiey,
Mar.

Tank,
England,
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Ma, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P.. ...................
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pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

NilII;lI
Mo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Reinforcing
plate

0.010

0.013
0.032
0.002
0.02
0.04
0.01
A-7

0. (X33
0.002

0.01.
0.03
0.01

A-70 or A-10

0.28
0.49

Feb.

12 and

7, 1952Gz

These tauks fs.iled while being given hyclro~tatic
Ltccoptance tests. Tank sizes and clata at failure are
as i’ollows :

(:rude

Shell
plale
0.11
0.44

and One (AM

Size

140ft diam

{;onsoruotionSpefi.
}Vater height at, [ailur:
Steel
~illing Me
Water teml)ert~turo
Air temper;turc
Fmiluredate

.’U’I 12 (;*
M I“t
r;. S. M
6 ipm

b.y 54 ft

40” F

30° F
I+IJ. 12th

G(L,scd
1.50 ft di:m

lly4sft
API 12 C“(
38 -3!) it
B. s. 13
!) ipm
40” F
47.4° F
Mar. 7th

‘kAmcudedto call I’or 100~. wcki ~enctration on horizordml
seams.

Inspectors checked the ~anks on erection. The welclers were qualified. Weld probe samples were found to
be satisfactory.
The crude oil tank was the eleventh
identical tanl{ built by the same conk-actor, and fihe
gtis oil tank was the fifth b.y another contrauior.
There was no trouble with the previous tanks. IrI the
crllcle tank the platw variccl imm 11~%1
in. thick cm the
first colwse to ~~~iu. in the ninth course, and in the gas
oil tank Irom 1~/3zin. cm the first to l/~ in. in the eighth.
The crude tank had hacI a previous partial iailurc on
,Jau(mry 30th. During a hydrostatic test cm that dtitc,
a crack had started at, a W-CMprobe replacement in the
first horizontal joint. ‘he crack wus 24 in. long ancl
exte ncleclacross the j oiut into thc first and scconcl course
p]al-es. Water height at t,hc time wm 35 ft. The
lank was drained and repaired. At the time of complete Itiilure at 11 P. M., Fcbrmwy 12th, no damage
occurred in this emlier rcpairod urc~, wb ich was located about half-way around the circumference from
the final failure. The trod< split into two sections as it
washed out. The gas oil trod< split at 10 A. M., March
i~h, iIl a mwmer similar to the other, but the shell
staycci in one piece. Prior to the water test in the gas
oil Lank, some cracks and unfused welds had been removed and repaired. These repairs did not fail when
the final fmcturc occurred.
Herringbone markings in the m-ude tank showed that
the crack had sttirtcd at a weld probe replacement in
~hc first horizontal joint. The crack progressed vertically in both directions, trfiveling in a brittle manner up to the fifth course (l{’/sz in. thick) where it
changed to a shear t,ype of failure. The weld probe
had been cut from tho o~ltsidc and apparently had just
barely penetrat,od the inside surface. The replacement weld metal did not penetrate to the inside of the
gromm. At the hack of the probe location a single
cover bead had been laid over the opening. There
had been no back chippiug to remove slag and provide a
clean slwf’nce for the back wekl. Thus a void had been
left tibollt 2 in. long, extending 20 to 2,570 into the plate
thiclmcss.
In the gas oil tadi herringbone mnrkingfi showed that,
fracture had startecl at a partimlly repaired crack in the
top 10 in. of a vertical weld in the first course. This
crack had extended about 2 in. into a second course
plate. The crack was old, and its surfaces were coated
\\,itha bltick oxide film from sllbsequent welding operations. The final failure ~rogressed vcrticdly in both
directions, changing from brittle to ductile failure in
the fourth course of plnte (“/q~ in. thick),
For the
greatest, portion of its length, the crack traveled through
plate rather than welds. 11~the fifth course, however
(where failure wms in shear), it, traveled through a vertical joint. This joint showed a serious lack of penetmtion throughout its length.
The CM crack, from which the failure started, had
been partially, hut improperly, repaired. It had not
been entirely chipped out before rewelding, and only
a cover bead had been laid over the, pm-t thnt extended
into the second-course plate.

The investigators concl udcd that the fnilu res were
initiated as a result of poor workmanship, and that, in
many respects the mode of failure was simikw to that
in welded brid~cs and ships. Accordingly, the properties of the steel wcm invcstigat,ed.
Analyses (in part) showwd the following, given in
pw’ccwlt,‘

~
Mll
Ni

rr

O 024

0.02.5

0.54

o.5fi

0 0:31
0. (;2

0 oil
0.54

o S6

0,062

0,11

0 08

0.02

0.02

0.05

0 05

Tensile tests gave the usual results for such mtitelial, within the values for 13.S. 1.3steel, which had been
spcciiied.
Charpy Wnotch tests on SLCC1from the crude oil
trod<gave the following range of values:
-––
,f
1st cours~
211(1mmw!

3rclcourse

---- l’t-lb
cdtmp,
~~

:3-4

3 J

~–g

“ F-———
,50

.5-12
5–15

:3-7
59

14-20

15-21

68

1S-30
I2–22
31--45

Charpy Yr-notch tests on steel from Lhc gtis oil tank
gave:

1St (x),ul’sc!

3-7

610

0 F --—.-.-–
te777p,
(x?
1827

2rld course

4

6–8

9--20

—–F-lb
//

d

,~~

1Od
30-45

30

U-notch tests gave somewhat, higher values.
The investigators then f’urthcr concluded that attention must be paid to the notch brittle characteristics
of the material, as manifested by Charpy impact tests.
(h
very pertinent, point, discussed by the investigators was the sectioning method of welcl inspection
sperified by the AP1 Cocfe Section 120. A few defective welds were found by this method and necessary
rep~irs were effected. However, a gross defect in the
gas oil tank welding went undiscovered.
Moreover,
on the crude tank, the unsatisfactory replacement of a
probe provided the deIect which initiated complete
ftiilum. Some probes were, in addition, not cut deep
enough, thus raising the possibili~ y that lack of penetration in the root was not disclosed. Radiography,
by X-rays and gamma rays was therel’orc proposed as a
better means of inspection.
It is stated that radiographic means have since km used at Fmvley to reveal
lack of penetration, underbead cracking and inclusions
in other tanks.
Finally the report points out that the Fawley steel
was in the transition range at the operating temperature of approximately 40° F.
The conclusion is
reached that steels less subject to brittle failure, such as
23

ABS (American Bureau of’ Shipping) Class C steel, or
steel prepared under Lloyd’s Register of Shipping Specification P-4o3, should be used for the time being. This
survey discusses these steels tit Q later point.
22.

Three

Empty

Oil

Storage

Tanks,

EuroPe,

1952~z

Three floating roof tanks, 144 ft in diameter by 45 f?
high had been built of eight courses of plate. Plate
thickness ranged from 7/S in. in the 1rover course to
1/1 in. St the top. The steel had w tensile strength of’
26 to M tons per square inch, with WOelongation of
X)”?o in 8 in.
In the course of erection, the colitractor had chipped
flush the weld overfill wt the seams inside tLe tank. In
addition, from the marks on the plates don: the welded
seamsj it was evident that an excessive timount of hammeritlg had been done to correct distortion.
(See Fig
19.) Several weeks fiftcr completion, when the tanks
were still empty, the :~mbient temperature fell to – 4“
C. A large number of cracks developed in all three
tanks. The cracks had originated at the chipped or
hammered surface of the welds, extending transversely
wross the welds, entering the plates Ior a distance of
about 3 in. (Sm Fig. 20). ICxcept in one instance,
the cracks occurred in plates over l/z in. thick.
In V-notch Charpy tests, the temperature range for
15 ft-lb was +10 to – 1.OOC, for both the paren~ material wld the weld metal. In the opinion of the investigator, the cwuscs of the failures were:
J.. The formation 01 transverse surface fissures
caused by the chipping tool. A section through one
of these fissures (Figs. 21 and 22) showed it to be quit,o
a sharp notch.
2. The existence of tensile residual welding stresses,
acting in a direction normal to the surface fissures,
along the line of thti weld.
3. The increased notch sensitivityy of the steel dLIC
to the fall in temperature, ~md to the work hardening

of the weld surface layers b-y the action of the chipping
tool and by excessivo hammering.
Since the fissures left by the chipping tool were of
such small size, it was believed necessary to show that
such a discontinuity would produce this effect. Specimens from the tank weld were prepared and bent at
various temperatures with the chipped weld surface in
tension. At O“ C a brittle fracture occurred without
deformation.
(See Fig. 23. ) In other specimens
with the chipped surface ground off, a bend of 45 dcg at
this temperat~lre gave no indication of a brittle failure.
2J .

Water Stomge
Dec. 13, 1951~~

Turl,k, Tu,currkcUri, N. MeX.,

This tank had been designed for oil stoage.
In
1938 it was torn down and in 1940 re-erectedr in Tucumrari for water storage. It was of lighter construction than permitted by sttindards of the American
Water Works Assn. The tank was 115 t’t in diameter,
30 ft high. l’lates at the base were l/z in. thick and
butt welded, ‘/S in. thick and lap welded at the center,
and 1/1 in. thick imd Impwelded at the top. There was
L light, columl ~-mpported roof, and a plate floor resting”
on pea gravel.
At fracture 2,300,000 gal of water were released. A
butt, weld seam at the ‘/2-il~. thick base cow-so had let
go.
This tear propagated through the solid plate to
the top. Later cxamintit,ioll revealed that the butt
weld in the l~z-in. plate had been faulty. The plates
had been flame cut apart on the original disassembly
and had been given no edge prtiparation before rewelding. As a resl.llt the weld on the 1/2-in. plates was ody
partially filled with filler metal. Blackened edges of
the origimd flame cut were plainly evident in this weld.
Penetration of less than 0.1 in, had been obtained.
Some of the welds that did not break were oflket or
were filled with slag covered by weld metal. The steel

Fig.
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Ezt.ropemr.

tardc fuilures.

Test plate bent UL 0° C with chipped sur-ace
.,@prOxinlu Leiy l/i uctual
size

Fig.

Fig. 24
Power
which occurred

shovel dipper s(ick, showing
briltk
jailm-e
at the bumper,
tthich uc ted os u di.~con.

tinuity

These
the end of which carries the shovel bucket.
sticks may vary in kmg-th, depending on the size o] the
equipmrmt. In the case in question, the stirk was a
tube 37 ft long, circular in cross section, with an outside
diameter of 20 in., and a ‘/~-in. wall. The tuho was
made in half sections (sernicylinders) 6 f’t, long, cold
formed to a lo-in. outside radius. I,ongitudinal \vclds,
joining the two halves of each section, wem made ~lsing
a ‘/,-s I ‘/,-in. flat bar as a backing plate. Both the
longitudinal welds and the circumferential welds to
join t,he tubular sections were made by the submerged
arc process.
The material was a “Man-Ten” plate, which would
be classified as a low-alloy structural steel. The carbon content is usually about O.l!2~o but may be
varied somewhat
from
this figure.
Rernaiuing
nominal composition in percent is: Mn 1,25–1.70,
Si 0.30 max, Cu 0.20 mill, P 0.04 max, S 0.03,5–0.0.55
max. The copper in this material is added for corrosion resistance. Because of the high rnanganesc, carbon must be kept low to prevent air hardening on welding. In general, alloy structural steels of this type
have yield points in the range of 45,000-65,000 psi, and
tensile strengths up to 90,000 psi. Their impact
toughness is higher than ordinary carbon steels.GG
Failure in this particular stick occurred at a temperature of – 15 to – 20° F. ‘The fracture occurred at the
yfi

2.5

Power

in ter,sion.

shovel dipper
twre shown

Itriltlefailmre

sticlc.
Muting
in Fig, 24

resulted.

half

off

ruc-

bumper, a piece wliich keeps the stick from moving too
far. ‘l’he bumper is a plate, siic]fing OUt in a radial
plane from the tmbe, and as such is a discontinuity.
Figures 24 and 2;j Show both halves of this fai]llre.
Similar failures had also occurred on other sticks at
temperatures around O to ;32° F, in all cases the failure
passi~lg through sr,me obvious stress concentration or
abrupt change in section. The circumferential and
Iongitlldinal welds have never b~en the source of any
trouble.
The design of the burnpcr was subseq~~ently modified by a sort of extended fillet which decreased the
abruptness of the section changy. This has to date
prevented f[lrther failures.
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Power

dletmst,

.~hovel Boom
U-. S., ]amxury

nrd

Dipper

S~ick,

Mid-

194967

!lle boom of a power shovel is the long member attached to the frame carrying the dipper stick with its
In the case i~ question, the boom was 33 ft
shovel
long, rcctanguhw in smtion, with dimensions of approximately 16 x 20 in. The section was made of
‘/Z-in. plate specified according to ASTM specification
A-7, fimmed in two halves and Unionmelt welded lengthwise down the nz,rrowm sides of the rectangular section
with EGO12 weld metal. A backing bar is used b~hind
this Iongitudinal weld. The assembly is not stress
relieved.
Figure 26 shows a boom which has had the end broken
ofI. Figures 27 and 28 show the mating fractured sur-

k’ig. 28
Failed power shovel boom.
showing
other klj
fracture.
Both Unionmell
backing
bars are sh,oum

l~ig. 26

Failed

power

shovel boom.

Th,e

WLd

of

of

Lhis boolrt

has brokenofl

I+ig.

w cracked

dipper.~~i~lc
OJ 21/i-~n. --isTJf ;~-~plaleL’rack occurred
at an ubr~!pt change in section

fuccs. Tlm weld backing bars me clearly shown. This
failure took place, it is believed, at – 20” F. The crack
propagated in and zdong a transverse butt weld. Failure was apptirently initiated bY the proximity Of the
diaphragm shown in Fig. 27 as well m a discontinuity of
the 13-nionmelt backing bar, and poor root fusion at
onc point. Poor impact propmties of tho plate and
vwld metal aggravated the situation.
Failure of a dipper stick is also reported.
This clipper
stick consisted of two rectangular sections, each 21/2 ill.
passes
thick of solid Mc, A~~M A-7. OIE SW;~iO1]
on eithet sick of the boom. Figylre 29 ShOWS iL fract me
in such a “member. This failure wm (lue entirely to Ml
Fig. 27
fracture

Failed power shmxd boom showing half of the
Diaphragm
plate and one of the backing
surjace.
bars appear

abrupt change of section, along with cold weather, and
impact loading. There were no welds in the failure
area.

26.
Penstock
.4nderson
Iduho, Jan. 4, 1950’”

Ranch

Dam,

this location.
Heavy, irregular beads, applied during
repair, may have provided the notch e~cct.
(See Fig-.
3~,)

Boise,

The penstock in question consisted essentially of a
15-f’t diam pipe inside a 20-i’t dhm, concrete lined tunnel. The material was ASTM A-285, of firebox quality (formerly AS943, Grade B), with O.22~o C max,
0.80~o Mn max. This specification called for a yield
point of 27,000 psi, tensile strength of 50,000 psi and
usual elongation.
An allowable design stress of 13,500
psi was used, and the pemtock was figured for a static
water head of 326 ft plus a water hammer head of 94 ft.
The pipe sections were fabricated ill the field. So far a~
it was applictible, the 1943 API-ASME Code for IJIIfircd Pressure Vessels \vas followed.
This code calls
for thermal stress relieving for welds on plat(-}over 1‘/,
in. thick. In field erection, however, mechanical peening may be substituted.
Hydrostatic pressure trots were to be performed at
225 psi. On the third portion tested, when a prewure
of zOO psi was reached, a rrtick appeared which ral]
across three pipe sections having plate thickmxses Of
ls/lE and ] ‘/~c in. The crack w-as 50 ft, long, having
lateral end branches. Two stiffener ring supports,
one a,teach cnd of the crack, were also fr:~ctured. These
stillener ringti causccl the crack to tum at these points,
The fracture was through the
(See Figs. 30 and 31.)
plate, parallel to but not closer than 5 in. f’rom a longitudinal weld. The w-atcr temporaturc was 410 l?.
Investigation showed no defects ill the plates, and
till tipecifications for the material had been m~t,. The
fr:wture had apparm tly started at a repair weld ili a
tunnel-welded girth joint. Another small crack radi:~tcd from here, and herri@one
markings 311poi]lted to

After removal and rcpla,cernent of the fractured plates
subsequent tests of thfi system at 275 psi pressure gave
no further trouble.

27.

Miscellaneous

Failures~~,

7~

Bursting of very old g-as cy]indcrs (some of welded
construction) have bcon reported.7~ These containers
were very old, most dating back to the time (circa,
1%29 and earlier) when all cylinders were periodically
annealed. The stc!el in ma~y cylinders showed ctwhide
spheroidization duc to this practice.
Another failuro, while not of itself of great eng-inem-ing
significance, is very illterestil~g.ti~ A large drum or
Cy]ill(]rical pressure vessel, 66 in. inside diameter, of’
‘)lfi-in.
pl~te,
WAShit by a car coupler in a wreck at
Windham, Ohio, Dec. 27, 1943. As a result, a large
patch wws linocked out of the side, the pieces from the
patch shatlxxing, much like glass. The hole in the
tank is shown ill Fig. 33. Shattered fragments are
shown in Fig. 34. The picx-e shown in Fig. 35 exhibitti
some of the finest herringbone markil+y this author
htis ever encountered.
At 400 F, the material had
Charpy vahles of 16 ft-lb in the rolling direction, and 10
f’t-lb in the transverse dimct,i011.

28.

Welded Steel Stack at a (knerating
Chicago, Ill., Novernijer 195.17~

A mtick about 15 t’t long was discovered in w weldwl

(Wddin”
Fig.
28
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steel stack that had been in use for about ten years.
It, extended through two sections or courses and through
a 4- x 4- x l/~-in. T bar between the two courses. About
3 ‘[~ ft of crack was in the vertictil weld of one course,
then the crack branched out, V shape, into two cracks
in parent metal across the bal arwe of the course. The
crack in the T bar and the other course was vertically
below the crack in the weld rnentioncd above and was
entirely in pare~lt rrmtal.
The height of this stack W-M 177 ft, 8 in. shove its
batie, with a diameter of 9 ft, 11‘/, in. inside of plates.
The crack was in ‘/8-in. plates, from 95 to 110 ft above
the btise. The p~~vingbrick lining was 4 in. t,hick with
1 in, of cement between the brick and stack steel. For
about two-thirds of its Iengtb the crack in the steel was
‘/, in. wide, the bfilanc~ was ‘/~ in., but diminished to a
h+iirline at, the ends. Them was also a crtick tibout
‘/,, in. wide in the bricks and mortar.
In the two weeks prior to t,he discovery of the crmk

there had been a drop in temperature to 120 F. In the
same two weeks, the hourly average wind velocity had
been from 2 to 24 mph, but, mtiximum veloci~y was
somewhat higher. The stark hnd been obsorved to
vibrate when mocleratc winds had occurred from certain
directions.
Investigation showed the following:
1. The sicel in the stack tmcame brittk at Io}v temperatures which existed shortly before the mark was
discovered,
J.
~ There was an increase in hoop stress in the steel
shell due to temperature chtinges md expansion of the
Iiniug.
3. Wind and dtisign renditions were suitable to
cause oscillation of the st,tick and thus produce acklitional stresses.
The Chmpy transition temperature was 200 F for
the course whine the crack was entirely ill parent

The steel had been shipped in 1940 and was in acrordancc with ASTM A-7 specifications.
Am~lysis showed the steel ~,o have 0.28~o C, 0.5070
Mn, with USU:],lamounts for rcrnainillg demerits.
The
invmtigators believed tho steel quality to be a major
colltrilmting factor in thti failure, as othfir s~aC1<s of
similar design but different steels were subje(:ted to
similar oscillatory and hoop stresses without, failure.

Fig. 33
F ractu red drum in,volzwd in railroad wreck, .+ow
hg hole prtnched
in side.
Drum
is lying in gondola
car
Und is covered mitfh ~~otm

=,.

One of the most interesting situations that has come
to light is that of failures On high-pressure g:~~~ransmission Iincs. Pipe for gas transmission lines is now
mually produced under American Petrolel~m Institute
Standard 51,X,”~ first issued in 1948. The allowable
percentage ch~cli. rhernical analysis is as foHows: C
0.34 max, Mn 1..3Omax, S 0.065 max, P 0.055--0.110
(ckpeuding on method of steel manufacture.
M:~ximum value is for killed, deoxidized bessemer steel).
Ladlo analyses, taken from the heat of steel during its
marmfacture, require slightly lower chemistry.
The
standurd proviclcfi for three strength levels, with yield
strengths and twwilc strengths as follows:

Grade
J’7ig. 34
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FragmerLts from f rtwtured drum,
tke steel SfLUt~ered

showing

how

x-42
X-46
X-52

Yield
strength,
m<in, psi
42,000

M!, 000
52,000

Tensile
slrenqth,
nain, psi
60,000
63,000
66. (ml

Certain values of tensile elongation are also specified.
How these physical properties arc to be obtained k not
spwified k]y Standard 5LX.
Mill test pressures, varyi~lg with pipe diameter and WW1lthickness, are set forth
in detail.
An excellent description of one method of manufacture of this pipe (prWUIMdIly the ~-~z .gwde) was recently puhlish,ed.i~ In brief, the pip~ is cold forrrwd
from shed by several press operations. Following this,
the entire 40-f’t length of’ pipe is flash resistance welded,
without addition of filler metal. Metal extruded from
the flmh weld is them trimmed. By mcam of internal
hydrostatic pressure, the pipe is thcu oold expanded.
This straightens and rounds it, at the mmc time raising
the yield strength from about 44,000 psi to a minimum
of 52,oOO psi. Too much raising of the yield by cold
working will lower ductility to the point where fielcl
lwnds cannot be made.
Raising of the yield point, by cold expamion tilso has
For instance,
an importmlt economic consequence.
;* 2&ir1. dianl exptirlded pipe, having a 52,000 psi yiekl,

Imt allation and allowable pressure in transmission
lines are covered by an Arrmrican Standards Assn.
Code.Te “lJnder paragraph 807 (C, 1) of this code, in
sparsely populated areas it is pcrmissihle to carry w
pressure which stresses the pipe to 72~o of yield
strength. * In more demely populat,cd areas, paragraph
807 (C, 2) allows a pressure which stresses the pipe i,o
about 507001
yield.
There is not very much published information conccming gas transmission line failures. Che short art,icle~~describes failures as varying from 180 to 3200 ft
in length. The failures here described occurred o])
tlcst, after inst)all.ation. The ctiuse (presumably the
initi sting cause) is stfited to be w] 1 known-namcl?,
gougin: or scrat chin: of the PIatc in transit or installation. The failureti always follow a sine wave pattern,
and look as though there htid been an internal explosion.7’ (See Fig. 315.)
A report contain~d in the (lmgressional Rword;J
lists hundreds of pipe-line accickmts arisin: from fill
Callses. ‘~he il~f{lrmation is necessarily rather skctchyj

operating at, 700 psi gm pressure, has a wall thickness of
0i~5(I ill. A~~as-rolled pipe, with a 44,000 psi yield,

and little can be deduced.
Of much greater interes~ is a
report, of the Federal Power Commission ,zqupon w-hich,
__
.__
———
_ —.————

operating under identical conditions, mutit be 0.2S8 ill.
thick. ‘Ilis 0.0.38 in. thickntiss difference umounts to a
weight difference of approximately 27 ~OUsPer mile.
If a cost, of $120 per ton is assumed, this means fi smving
of $1,500,000 in 500 miles 01 pipe line.7fi
Following cold expansion, the pipes are hydrostatically tested to a stress of 80 or 90T0 of yield. During
the hy(lrostatic test, the welds me struck with 6 ‘/!-lb
hammer, placed at 2-ft intemwls .TS

“

An uptional
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Fig. 36
Failure OJ a 30-in. gus transmissiort
line, showing
sinusoidal
nu ture
of
the f ractu,re.
The
longitt(dirtul
welded seam is seen, to be inLa~t.
Presumably
this]aiture
occurred
on test,

apparently, the information in the Congressional Record is based. Data for the FPC report was gathered
from X major pipe-line companies. Many mtegorics
of failures are definedj but of particular intwest is what
the Commission has termed a “split.”
In part, the
report states, “a number of failures were reportecl under
‘split’
pipe. There are failures of the pipe itself, and
not in the longitudinal weld. . . . What,ev~r t,he ~allse,
where the pipe itself ruptured, such failures have been
listed under ‘split.’ “ In addit,ion, the report, points
~.mtthat some failures in bends may hfivti been “splits,”
but are listed under “bend” along with failures due to
other causes, such as corrosion, etc. A table on the
report then lists w total of M splits which occu rrcrl in
operation, comprising 2.2°]0 of all failures tabulated, mlcf
30 splits which occurred on tests, comprising 1.8~o of
all failures tabulated.
Thus 68 splits occurred.
l)etails concerning these splits are unobtainable, and illdeed much of the datu were probably lost in subseqllent
repair and replacement of the pipe. It seems probable
that some of these splits represented brittle breaks, but
that others did not.
Because of’ the paucity of available information few
definite statements can be made concerning brittle
pipe-lirm failures. Apparently no tech~lical details on
any specific accidents have been released. Some interesting speculations may be made, however.
One
speculation concerns field welding to join sections of
pipe. Wi~h the upper limits of chemistry allowed under
AP1 standard 5LX, it is possible that trouble may be
encountered in field welcling of girth joints, in t,huthardening and cracking might occur in the heat-affected
zone. Secondly, the probability of failures initiated by
gouging, as described above,7s is a likely one. With
all the handling that is required in tho field installation
of transmission lines, many possibilities arise for the
introduction of defects that will serve ati IIOtCheSfor
initiation of brittlo failure. The effect of the cold work
and high chemistry in raising the ductile-to-brittle
32

transition temperature will be considered under Discussion (page 38).
A last speculatiorl concerns tho rate Of crack prop:Lgation in steal versus the rate of pressure release ill
natural gas (methane) following a pipe break. Tho
gas presmre wi11be mlwsed by an e]astic wave traveling
at,the speed of Found, approximately 1300 ft/see,
This
figure is not affected by pressure, and assumes an icleal
gas. Secondary compressibility effects (departure from
ideal behavior) will not change it greatly.
In brittle fracture the steel is elastic to failure, A
fairly recont77 mathematical analysis considers a moving crack in an elastic solid. This analysis WM performed for glass, but since the physical assumptions appear to b~ valid for the brittle failure of steel, it sheds
light on the situation. In brief, it examines the behavior of a straight, crock traveling at w velocity V, iu a
direction normal to the maxim~lm tensile stress. If C:
is the VC1ocit y of propagation of’ an elastic shear (transverse) wave in the materia,l, there occurs at about, 0.0 CL
a critica~ velocity at which the crack tends to curve.
At a velocity lower than 0.6 (?~ the crack travels in a
straight line. As the speed iucreases, the crack may
[but not necess:irily) form branches.
The original
analysis concerns itself with a medium which is
isotropic.
In steel pipe the anisotropy may be of
just the type required for the prevention of branclmd
cracks. At velcwitics higher than 0.6 C,, each branch
tends to curve. For steel, the value of Cy, velocity of
propagation of a shem wave, is approximately 10,000
ft/see, *
For purposes of this analysis it, may he considel,c(]
thnt a pipe line is stressed ill one direction only (tal~gcntial), and is of infinite length. A brittle crack, approaching a veloci ky of about 6000 ft/sec will thus tel](l
to curve. l’his irl itself may alter the stress field, perh~ps slowing the crack, which will the~l tend to again
run normal to the maximum tensile stress directiol 1.
The process may then repmt itself, resulting in a sinl,~soidal fracture. If the action sets up a symmetrical
shca,r wave, this wwuld keep the crmk from spiraling
the pipe.
This repeating Action would also limit the
average crack speed to about 6000 IDS If a branch
crack is f’ormed, then it may also behwve iu the same
manner, resulting iD perhaps mrirc than one sinusoidal
split.
Expcrimeutal values of 27.50 to 3680 fps in one casc,i~
and UP to 6600 fp,s ‘[11another case, ‘u,g] have been meJ~ured in brittle fraeturo of steel in the laboratory.
Thus
it, appmrs that the gas dischirge pressure wave wi11
never catch up with the brittle crock, l’he tip of the
crack is alw-ays traveling in a stressed area. This wou Id
account for the long breaks described above. As before stated, no published technicml details of acc,ident,ti
are available to corroborate these speculati~~ns.
Field testing of’ pipe with water might tend to prevent long breaks7 inasmuch as the vel ocitqy of an elastic wave in water is about 4800 fps. In the Anderson
——
* C% =

dG/p

where

G =

modulus

————
of rigid ity-, p = den~ity

in matia unit,s,

made of 31/d-in. plate.
Following fabrication, the entire structure was annealed at 11000 l?. The column
was installed in 1930. The design stress was 61.00 ptii,
The normal operating
with a g~ge pressure of 125 psi.
tempertiture of the column was – 1100 C at the top,
and —700 C at the bottom.
In Mwy 1930 the ~wssel
had been hammer tcstod while it contained a press~lre
of 1.59psi. It was then tested at 250 psi with water :md
188 psi with air. In 1939 the 250 psi hydrostatic test
was repmted,
Presumably, till thcso tests were at
atmospheric temperature.
When this structure failed, 15 ymrs :d’ter its installation, the steel shcl I broke into 125 fragments. .%11
fractures had wbrittle appearance, with no indicat,ioll of
reduction of arm or elougat,ion along the fractured
edgys. Following failure, n defective area ~}’asfound in
the weld of an S-ill. nozzle located near the top of the
columrl. (flee Figs. 37 ~nrj 38.) In addition, a second
faulty weld w-as also IIot,ed in the liquid line near the
bottom of the column. (See Fig. 39 and Fig. 40.) These
detective welds were located in or llewrthe arms of greatest stress.
In subsequent cxtiminationj the chcmiml composition
of the steel was found to be within the cmnposi ti011
limits for such st,oels, namely, C 0.15~o max, NIn 0.350.60%, P 0.035~o rnax, S 0.04% max. One lille attached to the column, lmwcvm, was found to h of
Bessemer quality.
11} addition, tensile and nottih impact tests were performod at room temperatjurc :~lld at
temperatures down to —120” C. Tensile properties
wcrfi quite normal, wi~h the strengths increasing as the
temperature was lowered, as would be expected.
Id
impart values vw-ied from 39 to 59 ft-lb at, room temperature down to 1-3 ft-lb at] opcrat,ing tempera~ures.
It, was clecidrd that the strength and ductility of the
steels were normal ill mm-y respect, and that no apparent cmbrittlemellt, had occurred since) the coltmnn
wos placed in servirc.
1~’igf. 38

Failed

methane

column

Ed=cs of pieces 32 and ZOO were
folded
hack to show thr defective
weld.
Tht ~/lo-iti. :hell plaLc was nol fused to the rwmzlc w.ti for a di*LArlfx: of 3 to 4 in.
Thi> weld was covcrc J by a rein forcitl~ ring fillet
welded to noxilc nml shell.

Ranch Dam penstock failure, s~]loi~-ev~r, a 50-It 101lg
crwck appcamd in a hydrostatic test, imd appears to
h~vebee~lstopprd o~llybet::~llse of thedefle{:ting actii)ll
ofstiffener ring-s. Gasli~lcs h:~vel~o stifIt:~lerri~~gs,:~lld
it, is a matter of tipeculatim) MSto how-far the penstor.k
crack \rotrld have traveled had the design bee~~ different.
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This methane column was 43 ft high, 3 f L 7 in. ID,
i“abrimutedof firebox quality carbon steel plate. The
shell was 7/is in. thick, with five courses joined by oxyacetylene welding. The bottom cousistd of a dished
heticl, also 7/lh in. thick, while the top hmd w-as fl:~t,

Fig,

39

Failed

17mulLY weld beLween B-ire
and fusion
at im,idti of join
bottom
of Ihe column.

methan,o

c.oltt rnn

tube and Dim.
Nole lack of PcncLr*lion
L. This w=% ne:w the liquid line near the
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mild steel could not bc predicted from tensile strength
and elongation, and that in time impact tests of the
sort dernonstrw~ed by Russel might become valuable in
judging the quality of structural steel. Charpys$ developed his pmdulum testing machine in 1901 on an
extension of Russel’s idctis.

Fig,

40

Failed

m.9Lhuru3 Colulnn

‘rhi.
shows break around
another
O-in. nmzlc
which
W:M
A vapor
This opcnin~
w-m unrcinconnection
near Lh~bottom
of the cOhHnU.
fnrcod, but none of the wc Ids wtirc broken ah occurred
in Lkc LOP 8-in.
nozz!e.

(in pm-t) that:
Various investigators concluded
(1) there was no evidence to indicate an explosion, since
90~, of the fragments were found in a heap at the lmsc
of the column, and no appreciable damage was done to
the structural steel supporting the shell. (2) U-nfavora,ble factors were the notches present in the defective
welds, and stress raising effects produced by side conmwting openings.
While the examination did not show
definitely that either one of the defective welds triggered
the failure the opinion was that they played a significant part. (3) The extreme notch brittleness of the
steel at the operating temperature was most import:mt.
In addition, several investigfitors believed th~~t,fatigue l’ailure of the defective welds may have transmitted sufficient irnpwct to the column to have caused the
catastrophic fracture of the structure. While no data
w-ere presented w to the alternating stress conclitionti
present, it is the opinion of this wrthor that there is
much evidence to show that brittle failure may readily
take place in the presence of a notch, under static loading conditions.

DISCUSSION
1.

Bat@

ound

~f Early

Research

From the foregoing histories it is fully demonstrated
that brittle failure of steel structures is not of recent!
origin nor did it begin with the advent of welding. It
is well “to point out that research in brittlo f~ilure ancl
notch brittleness is not new either. In 1884, Tetmaj ~rso
carried
Ollt
repeated-blow irnptict bend tests on
notched T-beams.
In the United Mates, S. E. RUSS(J
published in the Proceedings of the Americar~ society of
Civil Engineers for 1S9781an account of a new impact
testing machine. Two years l!~ter, in the Enflirwcring
News’~ appeared an account of further work by Russe].
This account concluded t,hnt the shock resistanrc d
34

In all of this early work, however, all of the testing
methods used to reveal brittleness employed impact
loading. This supported the opinion, widespread eve~l
to fairly rwxmt years, that brittle fracture in steels resulted from impwct loading. It was, however, known
thst if a specimen contained a sharp and deep notch,
brittle failure could then be induced by slow bending or
slow tension. A. Mesnager,a~’ 8: making use of this
obsm-v?tion, in 1906 dcvdoped the theory of triaxial
tension in notch brittleness. A lengthy discussion of
the history of Ilotch bar testing is not within the scope
of thiti survey, however, and for further det~ils the
reaclw is referred to the momlrnental review by Fettweis, M\vhich includes a bibliography of 700 rCfCrellCeS.
For a concise development of the theories of brittle
failure scc a monograph by E. orowan.sp

2.

Riveted

Structure

Failures

The earliest failures of’ riveted structures described in
the present survey, Cases 1–3 inclusive, occurred ill
J.886, 1S98 and 1.904, respwtively.
Research work OJ1
notch-bar testing was developing over just that period,
and though the members of the British Iron and Steel
Institute, as before noted, had complained of brittle
failures, in 1879 the practicing engineer seemed to he
totally unfamiliar with the phenomenon.
All three of
these failures occurrod in the colder part of the year,
In all three cases the fraeturfis were described as brittle
or glasslike. Hard and brittle steel was suspected as
the cause. Iu two cases, investigation of chemical
composition allcl tensi Ie strol@h was urged. In Case
3 the fwilure was correctly related to the cracks radiating
from the punched-out, rivet holes. This tank had stood
sewel~years hcforc failing, whereas the other tvw h:ld
The remaining failures
failed during acceptance tests.
of riveted structures occurred in one molasses tank and
nine crude oil storage tanks, a~iywhere from 1 to 16 yr
after erection.
Of particular interest is the fact that, in at least three
ewes of failures in riveted structures, the crack appears
to have crossed mle or more rivet joints in its passage.
This is particular] y notecl in the accounts of Cases 1 and
6. At this late dtitc the exact cletwilsof the crack ptit,hs
are tot ally unavail:lh le. A comptirison with rcccllt
~hip failures is of interest, however. Modified practice
in the const,rurtion of welded ships requires the inclusion
of several rive-ted, longitudinal crack arresters. These
are similar to the butt straps used in nonship riveted
construction.
All plate welds terminate at a slot behind these arresters. Of the approximately 250 vessels
which suffered serious failures, 77 w-erc equipped with
arresters. Of these 77 ships, 25 casualties did not in-
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foregoing cases of ship ftiilures that there W-:wa time
clel:ty i1] the crossi)~g of the arresters. Eye witnesses
report, that, the de]ay varied from one second, in one
case, to several hours in mother.”~
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Figures 41 and W show plotted diagrams of the path
of cracks across ship arresters. One rrossing shown is
in nearly a straight line, with the tirrcstcr frw:ture
alongside. The other cr-ossing shows fi considerable
dist,w~re between the entering and outgoing trucks.
Figures 43 and 44 are photographs of cracks that crossed
an-esters.
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Diagram
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Entering
by 1.5 riuet holes.

IZFdeck
and
The

crack that crossed
skip crack
o,,tgnin,g
cracks
were separated
arrester
strap failed
in shear in
between

\rolve the arresters in a]~y way, and 46 catiualties i.nvolvecl cracks which were stopped by crack m-rest,ers.
The remaining 6 vessels had cracks which restarted on
the other side of crack arresters, the crossing of the
arrester not necessarily being in a straight line. 111
some cases, there were as many as 25 rivet holes between
the end of a crack on one tiide of the arrester and the
start of a new crack 011 the other side of ~hc arrest,er.gq’138 It is possible therefore for a brittle failure to
propagate across a, rivet joint. Ohviously, though,
crack arresters in ships have been ellicacious in preventing w large number of cracks from propagating to dullgerous size.
The crossing of an arrester by w crack seems to take
place by either of two mechanisms:
(a) The incoming
crack stops at the edge of the slot or at a rivet hole;
th[: outgoing crack propagates from a notch on the
other side of the slot, while in the meantime the strap
fractures in cleavago or in shear. (6) The incoming
crack is stopped, hut a crack propagating on the other
side in the opposite direction reaches the slot; finally
the strap fails. ’17 This second mechanism is not really
a phenomenon of “crossing,” but rather perhaps a termination of failure. There is every indication in the

Compurisor~

qf Foihwe

Iriciderwe for

Welding

Versus Riveting

Turniug from riveted structurw to welded structures,
failures in the latter seem to hay-e occurred more freque~]tly. This may be a total] y deceiving conclusion,
however, since no basis for comparison exists. Structural methods have changed greatly in the intervening
years, different, types of materials arc used, and no
doubt, many more welded structures me now in bring
tha~~ever were built, usiug rivek.
In the past, furthermore, as has been pointed out, briLtle failures have probIn short, the sample exably often gone unrecognized.
amined in this survey is too smtdl to permit of any statistical conclusions,
For speculative comparative purposes, however, a recent excellent mticleg2 furnishes
data on riveted versus welded ships. About 6000 ships
built between 1938 and 194S are useci as w bwsis. Since
193S there have been about four times as many welded
ships built as ships with riveted hulls or decks. Datti
presented show th~t for the same mat erifil, and essentially the same quality of workmanship, both the llequenry and severi~y of fractures in ships increased as
the amount of welding increased. This fact, must
however, be contiidered against a background of }\artime urgency in ship production.

4.

E#ect

of l’herrnal

Stresses

In 11 oases of welded failures here reported there had
berm a sharp atmo~pheric tmnperalmr’e change just,
prior to frticture. (Thi~ was true in fi~’e riveted structures also.) Two of these changes were rises to 30
and 100 l?, still within the brittle transition range of’
many structural steels. The rcnminin: chwges wrre
t,crnperature drops. .4s would be expected, no data
seem to be available on thermal stresses in tsnks and
pressure vessels. These stresscx seem to be important
Irr ships” several shell failin some degree, however.
ures occurred in tankers when oil in the tanks was being
heated. Alsoj a small coastal vessel sutfered a fracture
iu cold weather (00 F) when luunchecl into warmer water
(32 0 T). Refrigerator ships have had trouble in locations where all-welded decks were exposed in refrigerated (15 0 l?) areas. Studies of thermal stresses in
ships have been undertakeu~~, “~ but of course results
ctinnot be applied directly to the prokderns of pressure
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vessels, storage tanks and other nonship structl~res.
111
oil storage tanks containing warm liquids a sudden
cooling of the exterior will obviously cause tensile
stresses in the shell, and where the tank rests on warm
.grol~nd, e]~enfurth{jr restraint wi 11be indumd. Thermal
stresses in pressure vc!sscls contail]ing gases, or therlnal
stresses in bridges we probably more complicated and
related to the rigidity of the structure. The failllre of
three empty tanks (Casti 22) following a temperature
drop is hardm- to explain, but may bc related partly to
the resistmlcc to thermal rolltr:~{:tit]l~furnished by f’riction between t,hc bottom and the wwrm grolllld. It is

.>()

this au thor’s opinion that thermal stresses in themselves,
without additio~la] factors (notches, defectti, etc.) we
probably not too important.
The point bears further
invetitigation.

5.

ll~ect

of Residrtul Stresses

On-the-spt)t investigators blti,mctl residual stress ill
Ilollowillg the failure of
eight cases of nonship f’ailure.
at d(jck~ide in January 1943,
the ta~lker fh~pn,cctady
much controversy WASs~irred up over the role of resicl~lti,l
stress ill brittle failure,’s
Since then, ho~vever, rna,lly

investigations have been performed to evaluate residual
welding stresses in the butt welding of’ ship plate and
Iockcd-in stress” in ship assembly.
Moreover, enough
work has been clone to show that the retiidual stresses
in welds performed on fairly sizable (4 by 6 ft) plates
will give good indications of stresses found in much
larger structures.y~ In addition, the results of ship
investigations il~dicated that the basic we]ding stress
patterns were practically the same regardless of the
type of ship or where it was builL7y Thus results of
these investigations can probably be directly applied to
Jmnship plate structures, at least in qualitative fashion.
When w weld bead is laid clown, the deposited metal
solidifies and shrink~. It, would thus be expected to be

Fig. 44

Crack

in ship place

which

crossed

an arrester,

in a state of tension, This is in facL the case. Resi[iual longitudinal stresses approachi]~g the yield point, in
tension h~vc bowl measured along the length of t,hc?
centerline of blltt welds in ship plates. vs’‘h ~uu Vlducs
of transverse stress across the weld are low, about 2000
to 10,000 psi ill tension. ‘i, ‘s These results are found
in tests pm-formed on both actual ships and smaller
plate samplw.
Stress values measured in automatic
~.jl~iol~meltscams were found to be more uniform tha]]
those measured in hand-welded seams, o~hcr~visr t,he

‘~

In ship ]cport,s it, has lmeo customary
LO define re~iduxl stresses M those
I,ockcrl-in
st rwsw
resulling
from
the welding
of unrmtra inml rrmmhcrs.
ha... bcrn defined M including
rmiiual
stresses , :*IK1 drwses
resultinz
from
other :<ssemhlk- :md fabrication
pmmd,,res.

milk

spacing

between

the er~tering

und olt[goirtg

crack
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the stress levels were similar, w N-aturallyj L compressive stress must exist in -ihc parent plate. Such stresses
were found to vary up to 1OjOOOpsi in compression
about 4 in. from the weld and parallel to it. w
In unrestrained butt welds up to About 20 in. long in
ship plate the maximum residual longitudinal s~retis
is a function of the weld Iength. For welds longer thtin
2(I in., this stress is zero i~teach end, rises to a maximum
tibout 10 in. froxn mwh end, nnd remains cmlst,ant
throughout the remaining length of the weld. Regardresidual
stresses
arc similCSSof length the transverse
lar, being about 3000 psi comprosfiion neor the ends, and
about 10,000 psi tension in the central portion of the
weld.’7 Residual stresses in welds can be decreased
somewhat by block or stepwise welding sequence. ‘J,gs
The usc of austenitie electrodes will also reduce weld
residual stresses sligh~ly, but not enough to offset the
~ost.99
An additional factor rmtersj thwt of residual stresses
remaining from the rolling or forming of plate. In one
case rolling stresses in ship plate were found to approach
4000 psi in tension fit the center of the pl:~te, and 6000
psi compressiorr at the laces. ~~
The next question to be considered is the relief of
residual stresses in service. Does the stressing of a
pressure vessel in service, or the loading and unloading
of a bridge in trai%c, for instance, cause yielding ant]
relief of residual teusile stresses in a weld? The prob.
lem remains li~rgely unanswered for nonship structures.
In only one nonship structure (the Hasselt bridge) have
residual stresses been meas~lred. Values from 14000
psi up to the yield poi~~twere found, d~pending on the
investigator. ~g,42,40 In ships it has been found that
the magnitude of Iockcd-in stresses is not materially
reduced by the working of the ship at sea. ‘~, ’00 Thus,
since all wcldd ships mmtained locked-in stresses, and
these stresses are not reduecd in service, rmd since only
a fraction of ships suffer casualties, locked-in st,resses
are not, by themselves, thti prime cause of ship failures. 1“1’102 Likewise, most nonship structures continue
to stand undamaged.
Thus the statement of the investigator~s (in reference to the Vierendecl failures) that
residutil stresses have No importance if the welds aro
sound has a good deal of troth in it.
In structures wher(} detects exist (cases 7–15, 18,
residual
stresses
must he reck20 rind 21 for example)
oned with as being able to initiate failure, either by
themselves or, as is more likely, in combination ]vith
ot,hcr factors. The tailure of three empty oil tanks
(Case 22) as exemplified in Fig. 15 could have been initiated only by the presence of high residrml stress in the
weld. Undoubtedly, however, the full role of residurd
stress in helping to cause failure is not fully understood,
cverr though there iti evidence to show that stress relief
will improve performance of materials in some measure. 102

6.

Eflect

oj Metallurgical

cal Composition

Variables

l’rwhddy Ewt,s h~ deLowers, then no change
creasing the grmin size, deoxidizing or tying up
N.
R, .
. Itwrwscs, ropidly w]d reguh-ly.
Incrmscs5° 1?pw 0.01~0below 0.307..
hcrwses
C.
6° 1? per O.OJ~ above 0.30%.
Cr. . . . . . . .Little effect.
lki~es dightly and clecremm maximum energy.
cu.
.
MI]. ., .
. Jkrcmcs,
up to 1.57., at approximate
mte of
10 F per 0.01 ~o. Amounts smfdlcr than 0.30%
v,-ere not studied.

Al.

W.
Ni
I’. . .
.
S. . . . .
Si.

and Chemi-

of Plate

Fettweis,~b in his 19X) survey, reports the results of
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early research workers concerning the effect, of composition and cold work on notch toughuess. The earliest
of this work goes back to 1905. More rcmmt work has
confirmed, enlarged and established in much more exact
fashion the facts known then.
For
stje~ls which
are otherwise grmeraliy similar, a
fully killed steel will have a lower ductile-to-brittle
transition temperature range thm ti sernikilled steel.
Similarly, a semiskilled stml hns a 1ower transition range
than a rimming steel. ‘“’, l’s AH CELnbe seen from the
failure histories, rimming steels hwl been used in at,
least 18 c:~ses. In CLSC14 the use of a semiskilled steel
did not prevent, initiatiml and propagation of brittle
failure. In Case 15, a crack runninx in rimming steel
crossed a weld and contimlcd through sernikilled plate.
Both of these cases were spherical pressure vessels. It
cannot be implied, of courscl that the use of killed
steel will prevent failure.
Increasing ferritic grain size will r:~ise the transition
temperature rrmge.105106 Ill a vwy low carbon steel
(0.02%) m irwrease of one AS’I’M number in ferritic
grain size was found to raise the transition temperature
range by 30” F. ‘Ufi Normalizing lowers the transition
rrmgelus’119by reducing the grain size, but slow cooling
after normalizing will raise the transition temperature, ~u5as will an inrreme in pl rd,e thickness. I“s’ L‘9 A
lower finishing ~emperature in hot rolliug also Iowerti the
transition temperature, 1’4 no doubt bccwm of a finer
. .
gram slzc.
A very careful assessment, of the role of individual
chemical elements was performed at the Naval Research Laboratoricti. 108 Special heats of killed steel
were made. A bme composition of 0.30CT0C, 1.00°70
Mn was used, and all specimens had ~ coarse pearlitic
microstructure.
‘lhnsition
temperatures were measured by the intersection of the average energy line with
the energy-temperature curve. For variation of’ individual elements, the following shifts in the transition
temperature were found:

Ti, V.,....

.

Increases, almost m rapidly is C, and clecre:mes
mm energy
Sli:ghtly beneficial up to 1.80%.
.Incmascs, at rate of 13° F per O.Ol~o.
. Induces laminations, and in such cases incrmses
the energy to failure.
Inmwases, at r~te of 1.25° F per 0.01 Yo. (This
was later found to be valid for greater than
0,25 ~. Si only.
Mow- this figure Si decretises
Refercncc
the tmnsition
temperature.
Sm
112. )
First increases, then low-s.
This maybe ber:tuse
of the effect on c.m+irlcs.

There was some aclditivity noted in the above figures.
Another investigation, using semikillcd steels, qualitatively confirms many of the above findings. J14 This
latter work was performed on American Bureau of
Shipping Class A and B steels. Nitrogen has also
been found”l to raise the transition temperature, but
there is indication ‘3’ that its effect may depend strongly
on other variables.
The foregoing work’~s also considered the effect of
the rrmnganese and carbon together, and found that a
high Mn/C ratio in itself will not lower the tmnsition
temperature.
As an example, for two steels with the
same Mn/C ratio of 1..5, a 0.6770 C steel hfid a transition temperature of 232° F, while a 0.2770 C steel had
a transition temperature of’ 650 F. Other researchlll’ ~s5
work on the effect 01 the Mn/C ratio also indicates that
a high ratio will of itself not necessarily promote a low
transition temperature,
There is, however, evidence
to show that high Mn may be as efficient as grain refining in lowering the Transition rang-e, despite the fact
that the grain-refined, low Mn steel may have a finer
ferritic grain size than the steel with the higher Mn
content. 110 One investigation, however, has fonnd
that a high Mn/C ratio is of importance in lowering
the transition temperature. 100’110
In an investigation of fractured ship platesll 2 at
the National Bureau of Standards there was no readily
evident relationship between failure incidence and the
Mn/C ratio. Of all these plates, however, only one had
a manganese content higher than 0.600?.. This same investigation showed that for source plates (i.e., plates
in which a fracture originated), the range and average
vallle of carbon content was higher in each plate thickness group than for nonsource plates.
This same report,’12 tentatively proposed a formula
for the calculation of the 1.5 ft-lb transition temperature. Of 113 ship plates 9tivo had transition temperatures less than indicated by:
Max 15 ft,-lb transition temperature, 0 F = 1.00+ 300 X
YoC + JOOOX ‘%P – 100 X ~oMn – 300 X ~ofli – ,5 X
fracture grain size number
This formula, however, is not applicable for compositions including more than about 0.35~o carbon, O.10~o
phosphorus, 0.259~ silicon,O. 25(% copper or 0.270 molybdenum, chromium and arsenic combined, which may
raise the transition temperature above the limit indicated.
The method of determining fracture grain size is similar in technique to the Shepherd method (Metals HundLook, 1948 cd.,, p. 405) for determining austenitic grain
size. The fractured surfaces of Charpy bars, broken
at a temperature low enough to give an almost completely brittle fracture, were compared with the fracture” surface of standards for whirh the ferritic grain
size was known. Assuming that the austenitic grain
size is equal to the ferrite (plus pearlite) grain size in
steels of this composition, it, is then possible, using
Shepherd’s correlation between austenitic grain size and

fracture grain size number, to assign a fracture grain
size to each of the standards, and hence, by comparison
with the starrdards, to each Charpy specimen of fractured plate. 113
In view of the above, it would st?emthat the practice
of using rimming steels in the past may have contributed to brittle failure in some cases. It also indicates
that the practice of using higher carbon steels, either
inadvertently, or deliberately to obtain high strength,
This last may be an
may also have been contributory.
important factor in gas line failures. Similarly, high
phosphorus is equally damaging. As noted in Case
29, it is permissible, irl the Wannfaeture of gas lines, to
use steel with 0.34V0 C and 0.11O~o P. In general, the
utie of a high mangmesc content is to bc recommended,
but it, should also be borne in mind thtit manganese is
one of the most effective single elements in promoting
hardenability (i.e., ease of forming martensite on cooling
from above the critical range). Consequently, hardening and cracking can result following welding if the
manganese content, in conjunction with the carbon
content, is too high. Such cracking can serve to initiate
k)rittk

faihe.

In the failure histories here reported, for structures ill
which the chemical compositions were known, the
carbon contents varied from 0.09~~ C up to as high as
0.40~~ C, often with considcralie variation within a
sin~le structure. If anything, this latter fact indicates
lack of attention in the past as to steel compositions, at,
least i~lsofar as the effect of composition on possible
brittle failure is concerned.
Manganese contents varied, in these failures, from very low values all the way
up to 1.70~o, It is interesting to note in Case 24 that,
the failure occurred with one of the lowest cnrbon com
tents and highest manganese contents considered. This
points up that while composition is important, it is not,
It also indicates that brittle
the sole controlling factor.
failure can occur in service with a low-alloy steel at
ambient temperatures.
7.

Eflect of Cold Forming

Cold forming of steel plate is a necessary part of the
fabrication of almost all engineering structures. Two
interesting pieces of work] 07’115hav~ been performed
on steels commonly used for plate structures. These
steels were ASTM-201 (killed) and AS”HM A-70 (now
A-28.5, rimrncd). It was f’ound that a tensile strain of
l~o in the rolling direction rwised the upper end of the
keyhole Charpy transition temperature by abowt 20° 1?
for the killed A-201, and by about 60° F for the rimmed
A-70. ’07 The large difference is probably due to t,hc
great susceptibility to strain aging in the rimmed steel.
Normalizing at 1600° F consistently restored ductility
and 10wered the transition temperature.
Henting to
11.50° F was not consistently equally effective,
Heatillg at 500 or SOOOJ? on]y worsoued the situation, presumably because of the strain aging. 107 Straining to
2090 in the rolling direction raised the upper end of the
transition range by about 80° F for both steels. ~‘$
39

Thus the initial cold working is most damaging in this
rimming steel, so far as raising the upper transition is
concerned, and more cold work has only a little more
effect. In the killed dmel, however, the upper transition is raised steadily and continuously by increasing
cold work. ~0~
No data seem to be available on the effect of cold
forming on the transition temperature for steel taken
from failed nonship structures. Even so the implications of the foregoing research work are clear. The
work was performed on only two steels, and generalization of the results might be considered an overoptimistic extrapolation of the datw. Nevertheless, extensive
cold work, it seems, will tend to contribute to susceptibility to brittle failure. outstanding examples of
such cold forming in prartice are the fabrication of pipe
for gas lines, or the severe cold forming of pressure
vessel heads,

8.

13#ect oj Welding

dures, such m Lypes of rod, speed of welding, weather
conditions, etc. As a consequence it is impossible to
assess the role of metallurgical variables, resulting from
welding, in the initiation
of brittle failllre.
In the case of five Russian oil tanks (Case 18) the
tanks were erected and welded i[~ extremely cold
weather. This is known to procluce weld deposits having
reduced ductility and toughness. The practice is not
permitted by preseut AMERIC.iN WELDING SOCIELT
Codes. In Case 12, the Zoo and Rudersdorf bridges,
light welds on hezvy plating, with consequent quench
cooling, were no doubt, a factor in failure.
9.

As shown by several laboratory investigations, I:iz- l;{~
welding in itself contributes rnal~y metallurgical variables to the state of the metal in the weld and in the
heat-affected zone. Moreover, behavior of’ the as-rollecl
plate gives no evidence of characteristics in the welded
mderial. 135
However, practically no data are available from tailed
nonship structures as to the details of welding proce-
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In the ten cases where datia are available for plates
from failed nonship structures, the Charpy or Izod energy values are seen to be quite low at the temper~ture
of failure. Examination of Table 1 shows the following:
(a) In 4 cases, the impact ermrgy value at failure
temperature w-as below 5 ft-lb.
(b) In 2 cases, the impact energy wdue at failure
temperature was below 10 ft-lb.
(c) In 2 cases the impact energy value at failure
tcrnpcrature \\-asbelow 15 ft-lb.
(d) Iu the remaining 2 cases the datti are not in such
form as to show the eu~rgy at the failure temperature.
No tittempt at statistical interpretation can be made
of so small a data sample. It seems to be in line, howevor, with data obtuined in the investigation of fractured
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TabIe I-Condensation
(1)
Case m.
artd year

Ddails qf
struclure

1

1886

Slruckiwe
Standpipe

2

1898

Gasholder

3

1904

Standpipe

4

1919

Molasses
tank

Rivet 50 ft high x
90 ft diam

5

1925

Crude oil tank

6

1918-

Crude oil tank, 1

6

19%

Crude oil tank, 2

6

1932

Crude oil tank, 3

6

1933

Crude oil tank, 4

6

1937

Crude oilta.nk,

6

193334

Crude oil tank, 6

Rivet, weld 42 ft
high x 117 ft
dkn
Rivet. -weld 55.000
bbi’capacity
‘
Rivet, weld 55,000
bbl. capacity
Rivet 42 ft high x
171 ft diam
Rivet 42 ft high x
171 It diarn
Ftivet 40 ft high x
120 ft diam
Rivet 40 ft high x
120 ft diam

Rivet, 225 ft high x
16 ft diam
Rivet 42 ft high x
178 ft cliam
Rivet. 80 ft high x
40 ft diam

3

Crude oil tank, 7

7

1943

Oil tank

8

1938

Hasselt Vierended
truss bridge

Rivet 42 ft high x
117 ft dia.m
Rivet, 40 ft high x
120 ft diam
Rivet 30 [~ high x
114 ft diam
Weklcd plate 245-fh
span

9

1940

Herenthals Viercndeel truss bridge

1940

Crude oil tank, 8

10

Nonsbip

Age ai
J“ailure

Brittle

. . .. .

7 yr

November

.. . . .

...

3 yl’

January

.....

. .. . .

Temperature
drop
64° F in 24 hr

.. . . .

Tery cold

....

.. . . .

16 yr

–~”p

...

.. ..

9 yr

Sudden temperature
drop to –18° F
Drop to –30° F

10 yr

13

1951

Duplessis bridge

Welded girder, 17
spans totaling
3280 ft
Welded, continuous
plate girder deck,
six 180-ft spans
and two 150-ft
spans

“
0.51 Mn

Tore through rivet, holes. Many
small cracks
radiated
from
holes.
manhole.
Fractured
through
Cracks
radiated
from
rivet
holes. I,ow safety factor.
Second course torn from first.
Sheets torn up to rool.

Complete

5 minor failures.

Partial

Clacked plates
and angles.
Failure started in weld angle
going throughp late.
Crack started at bottom, through
2 courses crossing riveted joint.
Manner similar to Tank 3.

Complete

Complete

Partial
Complete
Complete

Split in first course,

Partial

. . ..

. .. . .

.....

Partial

...

Winter

. . . ..

.....

... .

Sudden temperature
drop to –200 F
j~linter

.....

Crack extending through lower
course, through rivet joint and
into next course.
Several cra.+s in sheets on various occasions.
Complete failure.
h’o details.
Crack in welded patch.

Partial

Poor welding, high residual stress.
Cracks starting from welds.
Forcing of aligrmnent in erection. Steel not susceptible to
R.inlh?rdening in melding.
mmg steel.
Same as for Case 8.

Complete

. . ..

6 mo

bridge

5at0° F, l–2at
–25°,
–50° F

Complete

. .. . .

7° F

Rudersdorf

0.29c
::);
~fn

Fu.iPwe
Complete

.....

5 yr

1938

5 ah 0° F, 1–2 at
–50°
F
–25”,

Detoiis oj”failure
Crack ran up 20 ft. Must have
crossed rivet joints.
Fracture through body of plates.

(9)

Sudden temperature
drop to –220 F
Winter

4or5yr

Rolled sections 160ft span
.....

12

.....

1 to 16 yr

Kaulil]e Vierendeel
truss bridge
14 bridges

Welded girder

partial chetnica.1
armlysis, YO

.. . . .

7° F

2 Zoo bridges

Chai-pti,
ft-lb
. . . ..

December

....

(8)

(7)
Type of steel or

Acceptance

3 yr

1936

Structures

Acceptance

Welded plat,e 200-ft
span

12

of Engineering

or time of year
October

Quite cold

194150

Data
(6)

Weather conditions

About 3 yr’

11

Failure

(5)

(4)

(9)

(2)

of

....

....
3 and 4 yr

. .. . .

.....

....

S & P high

Upper transition
varied from
–4o to 68° F
.....

0.09-017
c
0. 43–o ,94 Mu

.....

.. . . .

Rimming

.... .

.. . . .

st-52

Sudden temperature
d~op of 10° C

. . . ..

Sk52

Low temperature
cause in 6 cases

–30°

F

a

Flange,

3-6

+100°F

at

steel

0.23-O.40C
O. O&O l16_S
0,30-0.33
Mn

Partial
Complete

Partial

Same as for Cases 8 and 9.

Partial

Ml rimming steel. Full details of
surrounchng circumstances not
given.
Cracks in web and flange mdlah
ing from fillet welds, due to
hardenimz and rcsichml stress,
Same as Z;o bridge, stiffeners reSUILed in even more residual
Stress.
YIaterial ordered to ASTM A-7,
but fkmge steel found
lfitcr not
-.
to meet specs.
(lacks present
in girder before bridge sections
left shop.

Not. knol},n

Partial

Partial

Partial
and
complete

Table

(3)

(2)
Case TIO.

Delds

oj

Sphe&c$

pressure

shuctme
38.5 ft dia.m, welded

15

1943

Spl&#

pressure

Welded,

16

1944

Sp$~lE~l

pressure

40 [t cliam

17

1944

Cylhhica]

pressure

42 ft high x 70 ft
dia.m, insulated,
to
operate
at
–260° F
57 ft. diam, insulated to operate
at —2600 F
Welded, 160,000 cu
[t cn.paeity

17

18

1944

1947

Mructw-e

Sp~;heJ

pressure

5 oil tanks

.,. .

March

. . ..

Temperature
rose
Irom 190 F right
before to300 F

13elow15at320

.. . . . .

3–5 at –248°

1 yr

analysis,

y.

Sernikillecl

. . . ..

... ..

3 yr

F

F

.....

Rimming
and
semiskilled
steel
0.20 c
0,47 Mn
ASTM A-7
3 ‘/, % N
0.08-0,12

c

3 ‘/2 y. K
o.o&o.12

c

0.13-0,20C
0,35-0.60

Mu

3-4 at 0° F. 19–
40
at, room
perature

Acceptance

300 F, water at.400 F

3–9 at 32° F in
lower 2 courses

0.16-0.21
0.55 Mn

Welded 150 ft high
x 48 ft diam
Welded 45 fk high
x 144 ft dia.m

Acceptance

470 F, water at 40° F

hTew

Temperature
–40° c

6-10 at 32° F in
lorver 2 courses
15 at +10
to

0.224.25
c
0.54-.62
Mn
.....

Welded 30 ft high
x 144 ft diam

11 yr

20

1950

Oil tank

21

19%

Crude oil tank

Welded 10,000 cum
capacity
‘Welded 54 ft high
x 140 [t diam

21

1952

Gas oil tank

22

19.52

3 oil tanks

23

1951

Water tank

24

1952

Dipper stick

25

1949

Boom

25

1949

Dipper stick

Welded,
recta.ngula.r 16 bv 20 in.
21/1-in. soiid plate

26

1950

Penstock

20 ft dia.m, welded

4–6 yr

3 yr

....

. . ..

–10° c

... ..

. . ..

. . . ..

fell to

....

–15
to
–20°
F.
CMhers at O to 32°
F
–20° F

....

Cold

Acceptance

. . ..

.

.....

0.12

.... .

—.

0,11-O .28C
ASTM
A-70,
.4-10, A-7
0.44-0.49 Mn
0.12-O.19C
C

.. . . .

0.12 c
1.25–1. 70 Mn

(9)

Details of ~ailure
Shearing cracks in manhole neck,
combined with high residual
stress in heavy weld?, and thermal stress caused fa.dure. Very
little tear in welded seams.
Plate split in hammer test. Tore
aoross weld, starting at slight,
offset in j oini.
Failed on hydrostatic
test at
twice working pressure.
Only
4 it of total 350 It of tear along
seam
Split and shattered.
Killed 128
persons.
Appa~ently
the
Charpy specifications hacl not
been met.
Failed when legs collapsed due to
heat from above failure.
Poor welds. Innumerable cracks
in all 5 tanks starting in weld
defects and heavy welcls. Thermal stress important.
Welding
done in extremely cold weather.
Failure originated
at cleanout
door corner. Poor welds.

Frzilwe
Complete

Partial

Complete

Complete

Complete
Partia.ls

Complete

Very poor welds initiated cracks

Partial

Failure initiated at poor weId
probe replacement in 1st horizontal joint, had prior partial
failure.
Failure sta~ted from partially repaired crack in weld.
Cracks initiated from fissures left
from hammering and chipping,
aided by residual stress. Tanks
empty at failure.
Oil tank, re-erected to hold water.
Lighter
than permitted
by
AW’iiTA
Code.
Very poor
welding.
Failed at stress concentration.
Not related to welcls.

Complete
and partial

Complete
Partia13

Complete

Complete

.....

ASTM

A-7

Poor weld initiated faiIure.

Complete

....

ASTM

A-7

Initiated by stress concentration
Tiot related to welds.
Fracture initiated in repair weld.
Crack traveled 50 ft. Heavy
irregular beads of welcl metal
deposited
.......

Partial

. .. . .

41° F

(8)

po.riial
chemical

17b-py, .f[-u)
.. . . .

Temperature
dropped from 420 to 00
F.
Oil at 43° F,
being pumped in.’
Winter

‘Welded 48 ft high
x 120 ft diam

—

Weather condilion.s
or time of ~lew
Temperature rise of
270 F in 7 hr,
Ttm,perat,ure 70 F
at failure

.....

Crude oil tank

.. ———
—

(7)
Typo Oj sied Or

(6)

Temperature
suddenly dropped to
range 01 —31 to
–47° F

1947

Miscellaneous
Items:
Old gas
cylinders and a
tank

3 rno

40 M cliam

19

27

Age at
jailure

timued)

(6)

(4)

and year
14 1943

I—(Con

.4STM A-285
0.22 Cmax
0.80 Mn ma.x

.....

.. . . .

-—

Partial

Complete

plates [mm welded ships,112 noted above.
This ship
plate investigation dividedp latesintothree
categories:
(a) Source–a plate in which fracture originated (b)
through-a
plate through which a frarture traveled,
(c) en[l—a, pl~tei~~whit:ll ~fractur~? tcrmi~lated. The
highest vrduo of impact energy fora ship source pb,te
was 11.4 ft-lb at the temperature of failure. of g~
source plates only 2, or 9.17., hd ermrgies over 10 ft-lb.
Forendp]ates,
orplates with no fracturcj 21 out of 30
plates, or70°~o had over 10 ft-lb. These dataare shown
in Fig. 45. Further, of 31 plates which were fracture
sources only 10~o, or 3 plates, had 15 ft,-lh transition
temperat,ures below70° F. Of’ S2 plates fvhich did not
cm~tain fracture sources, Giyo had 15 ft-lh transition
temperatures below 700 l?. The report is a most valuable one. Itsperusdis mosthighlyre
commencledto
those interested.
In considering results of n etch bar tests, it is interesting to note in passing, that poor quality, dirty steels
often have higher impact values than supposedly good
steels. This was noted by Mesna~cr85 who, in 1900 observed that imbedded inclusions cause individual metal
laminations to separate from each other, preventing a
hrit Lle crack from traversing the spec~imen. He also
noted the [act that gas holes And other faults caused a
similar effect. Fett weissb stated in I‘X29 that faulty
rnatcrial can have a higher impact resistance than sound
ma,terial. The action of high sulfur in inducing lamirmtions leads to the same effcct. 108’‘‘ 4 Wrought iron
owes its toughness to its highly laminated structure.
Another interesting fact is that fractures which arc
mainly cleavage cmnbe obtained in the laboratory with
high values of energy absorption. ‘Os This is probably
related to the fact that cleavage fractures can be propagated with a velocity as low as 150 fps. gl

10.

The

Role

of Cracks,

and Other Defects

Stress

in Initiating

concentrations

Failure

In nonship structures for which data are available
th~ preponderance of Iailures have been initiated in
both riveted and nonriveted oases at cracks left by
punching or shearing, at plate offsets, weld voids, poor
weld probe replacements, poorly repaired welds, and
other defects resultirg from improper fabrication procedures. Two cases (Nos. 24 and 25) w-cre initiated by
the effect of stress concentrations designed into the
structure.
Modification of the design in these structures seems to have eliminated subsequent failures.
Other cases (Nos. 4 and 19) seem to have been initiated
at a combination of fabrimtion and design defects.
In the case of welded ships built during World War H
however, fractures often origintited at points where
poor welded design practice had been utilized (i.e.,
ships). IOX I ZI, M
sharp hatch corners in the Libcily
Following design modifications, on the other hand, the
origins of most recent failures in these ships have been
traced to defective workmanship. ‘J’ It was also corlcluded for ships that every fracture investigated could
43

be traced to a starting point at a definite geometrical
discontinuity due to design or workmanship. ‘Oz While
the data are not complete for nonship structures, it
would appear that the latter conclusion is equally
valid here.
The importance of workmanship cannot be overemphasized. One ship is known to have failed as t,he result of fracture initiating at such a small thing as wcrater
left by an arc strike. 112 Equally small dcf’cct,s are seen
to have initiated nonship failurm.
11.

Crack

Table 2—Surnm:[r~neering
Strut Lures

Static

Brittle

Versus Ilnpact

Stresses

in Initiation

2.

(w
Ot,hrw
tias lines
tfnlmo wn
Number 01 ihilures based on lifetime
cluding g:Ls lines):

(u)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(~)

3.

oj

Failure

Th@ historical devclopnmnt, of the notched-bar impact test (rmeparagraph 1 above) has led to the association of brittle failure with impact.
In the norrship
failures here reported, only .5 (Cases 24 and 25 which
are power shovels, Case 27 which was a rail wreck, and
Case 15 initiated by the hammer test) can be definitely
connected with the phenomenon of’ impact.
In the
case of ships, 23 or about 10~o of the 250 very serious
failures (see Introduction, page 4) occurred at docl{side, or in a calm sea.7g
Brittle failure can apparently occur in the presence
of static loading if the proper conditions 01 t,cmperaturc}
triaxiality (notches or defects) and stress are present.
13.

Age at Failure, and Degree of Failure

From the figures presented in ‘rable 2 it does not
seem that, age of the structure has any hearing on the
occurrence of brittle failure. In ships this same corlclusion was found to be statistically valid. 102
For 50 structures (excluding gas lines) for which complete data are available, 22 suffered complete collapse
due to brittle fracture, and 2S suffered partial failure.
(See Table 2.)
14. .4 Glance at Codes und Specifications
It is not within the scope of this survey, nor is it the
intention of this author to pass judgment on codes and
specifications.
Codes and specifications are usually
the product of long and careful deliberation, conservatively based on experience in service. A critical survey
of brittle failure, however, w-ould be in some degree
lacking in orientation if it did not take cognizance of
some of the oodes under which engineering structures are
often fabricated, or some of the specifications under
which materials are usually purchased.
The ASME and API-ASME unfired pressure vessel
codes122,123allow use of quite a variety of steels made in
accordance with ASTM specifications. 12s Among other
types, A-201., A-2 12, A-283, A-285 are allowed. Type
44

Failures
of EngiReported
Herein

1. Total hilures:

On mcept:mce
o-1 y’
2u5 yr
After ~ yr
Not, known

4.
5.

test

Rivet
2
;
7
I.

1:3
Number of hilures which omuwcd
temperature ch.cm~es:
Rivet
6

weld

12.

Nonship
13rittk
ted or Welded)

(Iududcs rcprmtcd p:irtic,l f:~ilure~ of a single structure rwccpt,
whew noted,
RivAed oil treks with wddcd b:Me :LnKles :Lre
inrluded its riveted stmrcturws)

Paths

IJnless a weld is exceptionally bad, as ill CLLSC23,
there is no tendency for brittle cracks to follow \vdded
seams. An outstanding example of this is Case 14.

of
(Rive

of strwture

(not in-

“weld

Y’ol(d

Ii
13
3
24

1!
15
A;

53
M
:~[ter sharp atmospheric

11
—

17
Number of wekled failures where residual stress wm deemed
hy investig~t,ors to he of importance:
8
Number of ffiilurcs (excluding gas lines), that were:
T(jtrLl
Ri?)et
weld
15
23
C:ompkte
lLj
Prutial
29
1:
[Jnkrmwn
14
14
o
.
.

18

48

66

(i.

Breakdown of riveted structures which Ililed lotall y or partially (not counting repeated partjial i’ailures):
2
Standpipes
1
Gas holder
1
Molasses tank
9
Crude oil storage tanks

7.

13reakdown of welded structures which failed totally
tially (not counting repeated partial failures):
~rirlges
21.
4
~’pherical pressure vessels
Cylindrical pressure vessel
1;
Oil storage tianks
Wrkr tank (converted from oil)
I?rrwm shovel dipper sticks and booms
:
1
l’enstock
1
stack
TJnlmovm
Gas lines
2
Miscellaneous
1
Methsme column

,3

or par-

—

45 plus

A-7 is allowed by both these codes, but certain restrictions are put on its use. All of these steels can be used
at temperatures down to —20° “F,with no impact toughness tests required. An American Water Works Assn.
Code “o allows, among other steels, types A-7 and A-285.
API Standard 12C for welded oil storage tanks’24 calls
for types A-7 and A-283, grades C or D. Naturally, oil
and water tanks operate at ambient atmospheric temperatures.
Under the ASTM standards, for example, types A-7
and A-285 can be furnished rimmed, semikillod or fully
killed. Specifications for type A-7 (Steel for Bridges
and Buildings) set limits on phosphorous and sulfur only,
and the former can be as high as O.138°/0 for acid Bessemer steel. In type A-212, for instance, the carbon content can be as high as 0.35~o in steel plate 2 to 6 in.
thick. The high values of carbon and phosphorus al-

lowed in g-as transmission lines under AH Stan&d
51,X1~h have already been discussed.
At additional
oxpmse, certain of the Ioregoirg ASTM steels (A-201,
A-2 12) can be purchased uuder ASTM SpeciIicotion
A-300, which rolls for a minimum Charpy V-notch impact value of 15 ft-lb at some specified ternpcrature.
This latter requirement, is mandatory only for service
conditions below —20° F.
Both the API 12C and .4WWA codes allow pm-tial
penetration of horizontal welded joints in cylindrical
tanks. This is permitted in square-groove and doublebeveled joints providing that the unwelded portion is
located substantially at the center of the thinner plate,
and that the unw-elded portion, plus any mldercut,ting,
does not exc~ed one-third the thickness of the thinner
plate. In a cylindrical tank, the horizontal joint is a
region of secondary stress, and such practice, so fm as
this author knows, has ucver led to any mishap. In
fact, one manufacturoi- of tanks and pressure vessels
has stated to this author that his company will malw
t’ull penetration joints in such cases only if requested.
He states that a full penetration joint causes t,hv seam
t,o draw inward, making the tank unsightly.
Because of the high incidence of ship failures, the
American Bureau of Shippiug (A13S) iu 1947 est,abIished new specifications for structural steel for hulls. 12T
Undm these specifications, all hull plate steel of l~z
to 1 in. in thickness (Class B) must have a carbon content of 0.23<% maximum and a manganese content of
0.60-0.90(%.
Steel over 1 in. thick (Class 0) must have
a maximum carbon content of 0.25~o, with 0.60–0.90~o
manganese and O.15–0.30°~o silicon. Further, Class C
steels must be made to fine grain practice.
This, in
effect, excludes rimming steels in larger ships, and requires a fully killed steel in heavy plate. Plate less
than l/~ in. thick (CIMS A) is limited only in phosphorus
and sulfur contenbs. This last recognizes the fact that
there have been 11orecorded failures in small ships which
arc bui It of lighter plate.’2
Several
industrial
organizations which submitted
failure reports to this survey
have stated their inkention in future to use ABS Class
kl find Class C steels for such varying structures as oil
tanks, power shovels and smoke stacks.
It can be shown that, for a givel~ initiating defect
brittle fracture requires a certain critical value of the,
applied tensile stress. lz~ Therefore, it, is well to g-lance
at design stresses allow-cd by some codes. The pressure
vessel codes~22’122usually ENow a design stress of 2570
of the ultimate strength, except for certain steels for
which about 21~. of the ultimate is used. The American Water
Works Assn, Code’2fi allows a maximum design stress of 15,000 psi, regardless of ultimate strength.
The end result of either of these two methods is a working stress of about .5070 of’ the yield point. Such values
are, perhaps, conservative, but they do not phwc a
premium on cold working to achieve strength, a practice which can promote susceptibilityy to brittle failure.
This is not the case in the ASA code for gas transmis-

in
certa,jn circumstmmw a
piping 76 ~vh ich allows
working st,ress of 7Y70 of yield, mft,crthe yield strength
has been obtained by cold work. On the other hand,
as has been pointed out ‘~” research may demonstrate
the suittibility of low alloy steels which can be s:lfely
stressed to a figure of 7.5~o 01 yield in nonship titructurcs.
The foregoing merely swvcs to point up some d’ the
difficulties of design and of titeel selection and use in
non
ship
engineeriilg structures. A very ahlo exposition of this problcm (in regard to pressure vessels) is
presented in an interpretive report’2“ by H. C. Boardman. To further show the difficulties of’ the problem,
it is well to point out that while brittle failures have
occurred in structures built, under API and pressure
vessel codes, there is no 1-mown recordecl failure of a
structure built under the AWWA code.

sion

CONCLUSIONS
It is l~ot the function of this paper to propose a remedy for brittle failure, nor to evaluate techniques of
fabrication and manufacture of nonship structures.
The task at hand was to survey nonship brittle failures
of carbon plate steel structures and determine the factors of importance relating to such failures, in order to
supplement the Study of the failure of ships. The
following conclusions seem justified:
1. Based on the examination of non
ship
failures, it,
is concluded that brittle failure in nonship carbon plate
stcol structures is the same phenomenon as occurs in
ships. This may seem to bc an obvious statement,
but onc that should be made. lMoreover, brittle failures affect a wide variety of clifferent types of nonship
plate structures
2. Brittle failure of steel did not originate in the m-a
of welded construction.
Its history goes back to 1879
or emlier. Jtiveted structures suffered brittle failure,
with frmctures originating at cracks radiating from rivet
holes, or other defects.
3. As in ships, brittle fractures in nonship structm-cs
can, on occasion, cross rivetecl j OilIts.
4. There is no evidence available to hnonstrate
that the percentage incidence of brittle failure in nonship structures has either increased or ciccrcased with
the advent of welding. Certainly it can be said, how-ever, that brittle failure in welded structures, once initiated, can travel across welds with ease, thus perhaps
causing a greater extent of damage in a welded structure.
5. In certain circumstances, thermal stresses (in
conjunction w-ith other factors) may be of importance
in initi sting brittle failurc in non
ship
struct urns.
6. Residual or locked-in stresses, by themselves, are
not the prime cause of nonship brittle failures, It is
probable that, m in ships, residual and locked-in stresses
are not relieved in service. In conjum:tiou with other
factors, however, residual stresses may serve to initiate
failure.
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7. The effect of metallurgical variables in brittle
failure is important.
Increasing the ferritic grain size,
carbon and phosphorus contents (also certain other
elements) and plate thickness will increase susceptibility
to brittle failure. Increase of mangan em and application of normalizing will lower the susceptibility. Killed
steel, in general, is less susceptible to brittle failure than
rimmed steel. Other, more subtle metallurgical variaHowever,
in nonship
strucbles are also important.
tures that have suffered brittle failures, there was a
wide variety of chemical analyses, types of steel and
thicknesses of plate. One structure that failed at
ambient temperature was made of low-alloy steel. Tho
data do not permit statistical conclusions.
8. Cold forming promotes susceptibility to brittle
failure, but there are no data to show the role that it
has played in actual failed structures.
9. No data exist to show in general the effect of
various welding processes on the initiation of, or susceptibility to, brittle failure in nomhip structures.
In five cases, the structures were welded tit very low
temperatures, and in two other cases, light welds on
heavy plating were a factor.
10. In failed nonship structures, where data are
available, the Charpy impact values were generally
low at the failure temperatures.
The sample is too
small for any statistical interpretation.
11. For cases of nonship brittle failure where data
are available, the great majority of fractures originated
In only two cases
at defects arising from fabrication.
did fractures originate solely in design stress concentrations. Despite the lack of complete data it seems
probable that in all nonship cases (as i~ ships), brittle
failure originated at some definite geometrical discontinuity involving design or workmanship.
12. Except in the case of except,ionall y poor welds,
there is no tendency for brittle cracks in nonship structures to follow welded seams.
13. The great majority of brittle failures of nonship
structures apparently take place under conditions of
static loading. In only five nonship cases of brittle
failure here reported were there clear indications of
impact loads.
14. As in ships, age of the structure seems to have
ship
structures.
no bearing on the brittle failure of non
There is, however, no broad statistical basis for this
conclusion.
1.5. At the present time, most engineering codes
permit the use of steels which are known to have particukw susceptibility to brittle failure. At the same
time, fill of these codes but one specify very conservative stress levels, which would tend to decrease the possibility of brittle failure.
It should be stated, however,
that it is not the intention of this survey to pass judgment on any codes or specifications.
Fima]ly, it has been shown that brittle failure results
from a combination of many factors.
There is, at the
present, time, no material readily and economically
available which would, if built into bridges, pressure
43

vessels, and other nonship structures, totally prevent
brittle [ractures. Moreover, there is no known test
which w-ill surely predict from the behavior of small
specimens the performance of a given structure in circumstances where brittle failure might occur. In short,
careful design, selection of materials and good workmanship are of the greatest importance in the prcwention

of

structures.
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